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ABSTRACT
In fune 1989, Papua New Guinea's Prime Minister Rabbie
Namaliu declared a National Emergency on Bougainville Island, North
Solomons Province. He did so, he said, to 'bring about an early end to the
killing, the violence and the destruction and disruption' caused by a group
of militants who threatened 'the unity of our nation, the economic stability
of the North Solomons and the country as a whole'. Late in 198& a rebel
landowners' group led by Francis Ona had bego. to resort to violence in
pursuit of claims for greater compensation for the impact of mining at the
island's Panguna mine operated since 1972 by Bougainville Copper
Limited. According to Mr Ona, the rebels also sought to break away from
Papua New Guinea as the only way to 'save the lives of our people in
Bougainville'.

In a series of contributions, this monograph canvasses the
differing perspectives on the crisis of those involved in the events as well
as of outside observers. It examines key issues of concern to landowners
affected by the mine, the provincial and central goverrunents, and the
operators of the mine. It also reviews aspects of Australian interests in
developments. The monograph provides essential reading for an
understanding of the complex issues involved and the difficulties facing
those seeking to resolve the crisis.

THE SOUTH PACIFIC SECURITY PROIECT
The Strategic and Defence Studies Centre began in 1989 a
project focussing on the region encompassing members of the South
Facific Forum' - a region we call "Oceania". The project aims to analyse
the ways the sovereignty and territorial integrity of south Pacific
island states might be threatened in the 1990. It also examines the
challenges to the ability of these states to govern, Protect and advance
the interests of their peoples. The prospects for a colilnon South
Pacific Forum perspective on the strategic and security interests of
Oceania is also an integral part of the project.
The project seeks to build data bases and research resources
for studying South Pacific security; develop discussion and exchange
between the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre and other centres for
regional defence and security analysis; and to assist in the
development of defence and security analytical capabilities in south
Pacific states.

Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Nauru, Niue, Papua New Guinea,
Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Westem Samoa,
Federated States of Micronesia, Marshall Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
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OVERVIEW:

LAND AS'LIFE" SECURITY
AND IMPEDIMENT TO UNITY
Peter Polomka
To Melanesians, land is 'life', power and security. Few issues are
more central to the concerns of the various tiers of government and
administration - national , provincial and local - in contemporary
Melanesian society. And none bring the conflicting interests of various
parties in regard to land into shalper focus than disputation centred on
mining.

This monograph records both the strong emotions as well as the
complex issues aroused by land and the impact of mining on Bougainville
Island. In Part I, letters from rebel leader and former Bougainville Copper
Limited (BCL) employee, Francis Ona, underline the bitterness directed
especially at the National Government in Port Moresby and at BCL. In
contrast, Papua New Guinea's Prime Minister, Rabbie Namaliu, stresses

the damage Ona and his supporters have caused the provincial and
national economy. Moses Havini, a former senior provincial official, finds
himself caught between the old, conservative Panguna landowners'
faction and the new, radical group led by Ona. As outside observers, Dr
]ohn Connell and Professor Eugene Ogan help illuminate the complex
strands of the dispute.

In Part II, the monograph details the costs and benefits of the
Panguna mine, which began production in 1972, but closed in mid-May
1989 as a result of the rebels' actions and the inability of Port Moresby to
maintain security. Panguna mining operations clearly have had a huge
impact, both beneficial and adverse. Some adverse effects are long-lasting,
several permanent, yet the mine is perhaps only halfway through its
economic life. The former Australian administration encouraged mining,
despite Iandowner opposition and threats of secession, believing that
mining and its 'multiplier effects' would promote Papua New Guinea
nationalism rather than separation. Port Moresby also looks especially to
mining to make the fledgling nation financially viable.

2
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Part

III briefly examines Australian

interests

in Papua

New

Guinea in general and Bougainville in particular. Australia is Papua New
Guinea's nearest neighbour and biggest investor; many Australians live in
Papua New Guinea; and the stability of the country has implications for
regional stability and security. Australia is committed to mutual support
under the foint Declaration of Principles framework with Papua New
Guinea, signed in December 1987.
The monograph includes a brief chronology of events since 1988,
and a selection of documents to help provide insight into aspects of the
situation and Port Moresby's uncertain'carrot' and 'stick' response. The
latter, wielded in public especially by the Minister of State, Ted Dro,
would appear to have mainly served to underline the importance of
conciliation and a iust and equitable response to landowners'concerns in
resolving such a complex, sensitive dispute.
Land as a Shength and Weakness
Melanesian social structures, including leadership, are based on
land, which is mostly communally owned by the clan, either on a
matrilineal or patrilineal basis. Further Melanesian land ownership
includes'all resources both upon and below the land'. Melanesian society
neither allows 'outsiders' to enter their lands without the clan leaders'
permission, nor access to land without the landowners'permission.land
provides the most reliable security for the clan; so clans want to keep their
land intact.
Herein lies a dilemma for Papua New Guinea, if its 700 different
language groups, each often with its own jealously held land customs, are
to weld themselves into a nation+tate. Land is both a source of strength and of weakness. It is a source of both cohesion within clans and deep
seated conflict. Melanesian notions of land tenure, as Professor Ogan notes

(p. 36), 'only allow for the multiplication of claims (through marriage,
exchange etc.), not their extinction or final resolution'. In contrast,
developed states rely upon legal principles of free, simple ownership and
permanent transfer of title.
The land tenure problem is partly recognised in a May 1989 report

on the Bougainville crisis, by a North Solomons Provincial Government
select committee (also known as the Bika report, after its chairman, |ohn
Bika - se€ pp. 83-85 ). Among its recommendations, the committee

Ooerttiat
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proposed that the land title holder should be the clan. Each clan would be
registered as a'corporate entit5/ to avoid the present problem of the title
holder receiving all compensation money and'not distributing it to clan

members'(p.85).

Melanesian land customs inevitably risk succumbing to
population growth, irrespective of the inroads of mining on available land.
Population growth rates in the order of 3 per cent, as is the case in the
Panguna region (and much of Papua New Guinea), ensure that pressures
on land will continue to grow. Without alternative futures for village
people,living standards can only decline in the long term as the potential
for intra- and inter<lan conflict just as surely will rise. Properly controlled
mining, minimising environmental damage, should be both a sPur and the
means to creating new iobs and careers for villagers, and especially those
most affected by mining. As in all societies, a declining role for land as a
livelihood for the maiority is an unavoidable price of rising living
standards and a flourishing nation-state.

For Bougainville, secession could only provide a near-term
palliative. That smaller, less well-endowed independent entities might
exist says little about their longer term prospects for survival, let alone
prosperity, in an increasingly competitive, interdependent world. Rebel
leader Francis Ona argues that the only hope to 'save the lives of our
people' is to break away from Papua New Guinea. His assertion could
have an appealing emotional ring for most Bougainvilleans, given the
region's often shabby treatment at the hands of outsiders. But far more
probable is that the future of Bougainvilleans would be best secured
through working out a lasting, mutually beneficial relationship with Port
Moresby within the framework of the Papua New Guinea nation-state.
Ground for Optimism

Several strands running through the contributions to this
monograph give ground for cautious optimism, notwithstanding the
difficulties ahead in finding a peaceful solution to the Bougainville crisis.
First that while their resort to violence is to be deplored (as also are certain
brutal activities of the PNG security forces), the justice of some of the
rebels' claims cannot be denied. Second, an acceptance that no Party national, provincial, local or the BCL - is without a share of the blame for
what went wrong. Third, that scope for resolving the dispute without
resort to secession by Bougainville still remains. This optimism is perhaps

4
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reinforced by a preliminary agreement, reached between the Port Moresby
government and the Bougainville delegation to negotiations on 5 August
1990. Essential services, cut off by Port Moresby in May, are to be restored;
the question of secession has been defened; and the parties are to nesume
negotiations in September or October 1990.

PART I
PERSPECTIVES ON A CRISIS

PERSPECTIVES ON A CRISIS (1)
Francis Ona'
TO MEMBERS OF THE PANGUNA LANDOWNERS'
ASSOCIATION
I am writing to you in regard to the demands to both BCL and the
national governnent. The original issues were:

(1)
(2)
(3)

K10t billion environmental compensation payment.
BCL to be closed.
Break away from PNG.

There was no answer to all these demands bv BCL or the National

Government.

will

Our only option now is (3): break away from PNG. Only then we
be able to save the lives of our people in Bougainville.

To make you aware:
BCL Prospafion [Prospectingl Authoritia (PAs):There are now nine

Prospecting Authorities. We had only seven [previouslyl, but without the
knowledge of NSP landowners, BCL and the Government added two
more. This means that the whole of Bougainville Island is a great
enlargement of Panguna. Life will not exist on our Island. Our very
goverrunent is hiding this fact. It will sacrifice our lives for the sake of
PNG economy. You mothers of this nation must talk it out now in order to
save your children's lives. We, your men folk, are doing our part in this
iungle.
Please don't just sit and wait for us, campaign and talk to the
authorities about the matter. We will die here in the jungle fighting for
you. There are no two ways about it. Our leaders are frightened to speak

*

Rebel leader

of the Bougainville Revolutionary Army. This letter

appeared in the Papua New Guinea Post-Courier on28 April 1989.

1

$A12 billion approximately, at current exchange rates.
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out for all of us. Please be united and walk side by side. Forget about your
differences and struggle for only one goal: to save the lives of our future
generations.Keep talking to the radio and newsmen. Tell the Government
that the time for round-table talks is over. We want only to break away
from PNG so that we will rule our own lives and economy.
Shootingby theGoornment forca:The behaviour by security forces
must be condemned. They have been shooting at unarmed landowners.
Also, the report over the radio that we are smuggling guns is not true. It is
only a campaign by the Government to get Australian assistance. Don't
believe what is said over the radio by the Government.

We have blocked all the Government forces and they can't
advance, thafs why they are asking me time and time again to surrender.
Please stay firm because I will only surrender in a coffin. This is
because of my children and your children of generations to come. If I don't
win this war means the lives of our future generations will not be

it

secured.
Please always pray that our

Almighty Father may help us to win

this war.

of the PNG Government are blind to our
people and their livelihood. Mr Kabui has fallen into the same pit with
Father Momi*, because he could not speak for himself. To make it worse,
Gooqnment: Members

this so'called democratic nation has now become a second South Africa.
This leads us to the root cause and it is, of course, that this country
is run and administered by BCL. There are in this company people in top
management who have South African identities and ideologies.

This is why, on the principles of apartheid, there are two nations
in one White and Black.
FACTS: Two hospitals, two schools, two drinking clubs, worst of
all, two living standards.

The Government of PNG is not run to safeguard our lives but
rather to safeguard the few rich leaders and white men. This is why there
will never be any peace in PNG. Our leaders are like clouds that fly over

2

foseph Kabui, Premier of North Solomons Province, and Father John
Momis, MP for Bougainville.
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the mountains, not knowing where they

will turn into rain and eventually

disappear.

Our Government has no economic foundation, that's why it
borrows from other countries. All the money raised in the country goes
back to pay those loans and leaves nothing for the nation, so it goes on
borrowing again.
This will never end, it will go on and on until they suck our blood
and economic death is followed by an instant human disappearance from
this island.

Our country is losing billions every year because our leaders are
selfish and negotiate with big companies at the cost of our people.

Invading
The outside domination

of the business sector in the North

Solomons is a clear picture that we are losing a grip on our island and our
freedom. We are living on land which is actually owned by foreigners.
BCL and PAs account for two-thirds of the area of land in NSP, while
another third is covered by lpalm] oil plantations owned by Kina
Securities, a company owned by outsiders.

This is the fact that most people of NSP

will never

see

until it is

too late.

Under this situation I don't see why our leaders are tongue-tied
and will not stand up and fight for our own people's rights.

All I can see in the future for our children is pain, fatigue and
death. I wish that some leaders would open their eyes, ears and mouths
that we may stand as one and defend our island and safeguard the lives of
our future generations. Maybe it's too late now but it is worth trying. With
Almight God, nothing is impossible. So pray each day, all of you, for our
victory and success.
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lastly, please sister,3 take care of my family and be kind to them
every day. God only knows what comes next.
Until then, dear, it's goodbye and may God bless you all.
Yours sincerely,
Francis Ona

LETTER TO BART KIGINA,IUSTICE AND PEACE
CoMMITTEE, KIETA, NORTH SOLOMONS PROVINCE
(29

APRrL 1989)

Dear Bart Kigina,
I wish to thank your Committee you have set up to express fustice

in this time of problems on Bougainville. May I also extend my sincere
thanks to our Bishop who represents the Catholic Community. You have
received numerous complaints about the inhuman treatment by IPNGI
S€curity Forces towards our people. This, I have to say that, it is only a
starting point of the inside rotenness of the whole colonially manipulated
government system of Papua New Guinea. There is more to be uncovered
for the whole world to hear and our access is through your commiftee.
Our communications system has been strictly conhollud by [thel
Government restricting us from expressing our true feelings. In our
constitution 'Freedom of Speech' is a fake, if our news interviews have to
be cut by certain factors [sectorsl of the goverrunent. To us, the
constitution of Papua New Guinea is just a cover-up of what leaders at
high offices profess day and night about the democratic government of
Papua New Guinea. These same leaders are corruPt and dictators.

3

Presumably referring to Cecilia Gemel.
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These same leaders ordered the Security Forces [tol shoot to kill
when we are fighting for our true democratic rights in this country. This
goverrrment is not for our people which would secure their freedom of

their rights. It is in fact a government for the economy of Papua New
Guinea and Australia. What we are fighting for is to get out of this
government which is about to sacrifice the democracy at the mercy of the
economy. The pressure from CRA is too much for the government to
exercise its own power. Further to this, the Australian government is
taking a deep stand to assist [the] Papua New Guinea Government and its
Defence Force to fight us. [Thel Namaliu Government is telling lies saying
that Bougainville militants are smuggling weapons from overseas. This is
only a cover-up of cold blood murdering of innocent people fighting for
their rights.
What I see there is that our human race is under a
the existence of BCL through this mairr factors:

(1)
(D

big threat with

The use of dangerous chemicals in its production line.
The environmental damage caused by the Panguna mine

and [the impactl that nine Prospecting Authorities would
bring about when mining continued ahead.

(3)

A fifth of our total area of

Bougainville is already
will ever exist on it again. Another
four-fifths when covered will completely restrict our
people from subsistence farming which in return will
damaged. No creature

(4)

mean the life of [the] entire province.
Social unrest is continuing to increase

with the presence of

outside influence.

With this in mind,

I

am deeply concerned for the lives of our

future generations.

These concerns have never been addressed

to the world

community. Thafs why they don't know what we are fighting for.
To conclude, I wish to make you aware that we don't hust [the]
Papua New Guinea Government any more. We feel no way a part of
Papua New Guinea. We have already broken away from Papua New
Guinea; however, we iue finding it hard to declare it to [the] Papua New

Guinea Government. We have asked foseph Kabui ...[butl he is too
cowardly to express our demand to [the] Papua New Guinea Government.
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we are ready to fight for our people until we all die. This is the only way
left for us and our future generations.
We wish that you give us the blessing by exposing our message to

the whole world so that they may understand and support us to gain
independence.

I wish you all our Almighty God's blessing and

success

in your

work for his people. Thank you.
Yours sincerely
Francis Ona

PERSPECTIVES ON A CRISIS (2)

Rabbie Namaliu*
My fellow citizens of Papua New Guinea:
I speak to you tonight on the declaration taken by my Government
this week to declare a National Emergenry on Bougainville.
I want to assure you that this decision was not taken lightlyAs I have reported to you in previous broadcasts, my Government

and the North Solomons Provincial Government have done everything
possible to bring about a peaceful settlement to the critical problem in
Bougainville.

We have produced a package of improved benefits for
landowners, and the whole province, a package which has been accepted
by provincial authorities, and the majority of landowners.

We have sought dialogue with rebel SrouPs, but they have not
responded in any reasonable way. Instead they have continued attacks on
our security forces, and acts of sabotage.

The very future of the province, indeed, the future economic
security and social harmony of the whole nation, now requires that the
Government use the powers provided for in the Constitution and declare a
National Emergency on Bougainville.

We can no longer allow the innocent, law-abiding majority of
residents on Bougainville to see their businesses ruined, their crops
destroyed, and their safety endangered.

We can no longer allow militants to Pursue their criminal

activities, and their threat to the unity of our nation, the economic stability
of the North Solomons and the country as a whole.

*

Prime Minister of Papua New Guinea, foreshadowing a State of
Emergency on Bougainville, broadcast over the National Broadcasting
Commission radio on 23 Iune 1989, and made effective from 26 |une
1989.

1.4 Bougainville

in Crisis

We have held back from declaring a State of Emergency for sound
reasons.

An emergency imposes some restrictions on the daily lives of lawabiding citizens, the innocent victims of the criminal activities of the
rebels.

It will also be a costly exercise, and one which will place our police
and defence personnel at even greater risk than they have already been.
When the Emergency comes into effect on Monday, 25 fune, at six
o'clock in the morning, the security forces will have wide powers of s€arch
and detention, powers not normally available to the law enforcement
agencies.

We hope that the careful and responsible use of these powers will
bring to an end the terrible situation on Bougainville.

The increased operations by the security forces may create some
inconvenience for ordinary people. Everything possible will be done to
limit that inconvenience.

I appeal to each and every one of you to assist the security forces
in the difficult, and dangerous, operation.
Your assistance and your support will make the task easier, and
hopefully, will bring about an early end to the killing, the violence and the
destruction and disruption. These acts have paralysed daily life, and
disrupted sch: .-.1s, business, farming and the provision of government
services, as weli forcing the closure of the Bougainville Copper Mine at
great cost to the workforce, the provincial and national government and
the mine company, in which you are shareholders through the
Government.
I cannot guarantee you that there will not be further loss of life, or
injury, when the Emergency comes into effect.

I hope and pray that the loss of life and iniufy can be kept to a
minimum, but that is really up to the militant elements. If they continue to
resist the security forces, they can expect to meet the full force of the law.
Our security forces will be placed in real danger during the
in danger since the troubles

Emergency operation, iust as they have been
on Bougainville began.
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Three members of the security forces have lost their lives in the
course of duty, and many more have been wounded seriously.

Their sacrifice is a measure of the real danger our police and
in carrying out their duties in this most difficult

defence personnel face
perid on Bougainville.

I have stressed this point tonight

because

I want all law-abiding

citizens to understand these dangers, and the stresses that they bring, to
the men and their families.
They need your prayers; and they need your support. We, as a
Government, will give them all the resources, all the lawful support, and
all the assistance they need.

I want particularly to make one appeal to all members
security forces who will be engaged in the Emergency operation.

of our

You will be given increased powers during this period. We have
not given these powers lightly.

As members of disciplined forces, you must use your powers in
with the laws of our land, and in a way that retains and
strengthens the confidence of the ordinary citizen.

accordance

Any illegal behaviour, and abuse of power, will undermine the
confidence of the community. You cannot afford that, and we cannot
afford it either.
We all appreciate the dangers you face, the stress and difficulty
you will endure, and the great responsibility we have given you.

If you discharge your duties in accordance with the law, and with

full regard for the dignity of our people, then you will be doing your
nation a great service - service we will long recognise.
Our prayers and our thoughts are with all the members of the
security forces on Bougainville at this time, and I urge all citizens to pray
for our security forces.
The disruption of mining operations on Bougainville has already
damaged the economy of the North Solomons, and our nation. It has also
harmed many innocent people in business and agriculture, and it has
disrupted the education of many young Papua New Guineans.

1.6 Bougainoille

in Crisis

If this disruption continues, the standard of living of all our people

will suffer and our strong economy, and our bright future as a young,
developing nation, will be placed in real peril.
We cannot allow a militant minority, resorting to murder, violence
and sabotage, to destroy our achievements and our future.

My Government hopes that the Emergency declaration, and the
operations which will begin next week, will bring an early end to this
crisis, and will do so with minimum loss of life or injury.
These are critical days for our whole nation. We have a democraqy
worth defending, and future worth guaranteeing.

The crisis on Bougainville is a real threat to both, and that is why

it

must end.

In declaring a National Emergency, we have the support of the
North Solomons Provincial Government, and I believe in my heart we
have the support and goodwill of all law-abiding citizens throughout the
country.

It is truly vital that this exercise succeed, and succeed as soon as
possible, so we can resume the great challenges of building a strong,
united nation in which every rnn, woman and child shares in the benefits
of our great resources, and our great future.
The real goals we have set, and want to achieve, cannot be delayed
any longer because of a militant minority.

We have taken this decision for the good of our whole country,
and our fellow Papua New Guineans on Bougainville in particular.

I hope we can count on your goodwill, your suPPort, and your
prayers, in the difficult days ahead.

Thank you for listening to me tonight. God bless you and all our
people.

PERSPECTIVES ON A CRISIS (3)
Moses Havini*
I was born in 1.947 on Buka Island which is immediately to the
north of Bougainville Island and forms part of the North Solomons
Province (NSP). My father was the paramount chief of the Naboiry the
biggest tribe on Buka.

while negotiations were going on for the formation of a
provincial government for North Solomons, I worked for nine months as
ihe Provincial Adult Education Officer with the Papua New Guinea GNG)
Department of Education on Bougainville. As part of my work involved
travelling throughout Bougainville, establishing adult education
programs, I then had the opportunity to gauge the political feelings of the
people regarding the PNG Administratiory the Australian Government
and the Bougainville Copper Limited (BCL), whose mine at Panguna had

In

1,972,

commenced production.

After agreement in October 1972 fot the formation of a district
government for Bougainville, I was appointed by the nine local
goverrunent councils in the province as their Executive Officer. This job
involved researching the establishment and formation of the provincial
government. I was pined by Leo Hannett as Assistant Planner.
After the provincial government elections in 1976,I became the
Clerk of the provincial Parliament, a position I held for four years. In that
position, I had continuous contact with political leaders, members of the
Parliament and other community leaders. My work also involved travel
throughout Bougainville.
1982 Leo Hannett was elected Premier at the provincial
elections. He appointed me as Speaker of the Parliament, and I remained
in that position until 1984 when Mr Hannett was defeated in the provincial
elections. From 1984 I was employed by the Bougainville Development

In
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Former Executive Officer, North Solomons Provincial Government
Councils; Clerk of the Provincial Parliamen$ and Liaison and Publicity
Officer, Bougainville Development CorPoration (BDC). Graduate of
the University of Papua New Guinea - 7972 (BA Politics/History)'
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Corporation (BDC), the investment arm of the North Solomons Provincial
Government. I was the Liaison and Publicity Officer. That work involved
the publication of a company newspaper, preparing press statenrcnts for
the Managing Director, and visiting shareholders throughout the province.
It was an essential part of my iob to know what was going on in the
province and what the people's feelings and attitudes were.
Some Historical Events

Prior to its colonisation by Germany towards the end of the 19th
century, Bougainville, like the rest of the Solomon lslands group, was
heavily subpcted to'blackbirding'. Many of our people were recruited to
work on the plantations in Queensland, Fiii, Samoa and later, New Britain.
This trade was a brutal and savage one. Bougainvilleans are aware that
blackbirding was part of the island's history.

It is well known among Bougainvilieans that the island was
exchanged between Britain and Germany in the 19th century. I can recall,
as a boy, hearing some of the old men on Buka talking about the hard
experiences during the German times. The Germans were very tough

at the way in which this
exchange of 'human chattels' came about without, of course, any
consultation with the people affected. Unlike some other Pacific countries,
such as Fiji, whose leaders in 1874 voluntarily ceded their country to
Britain, or Chief Vagi of Hanuabada, who ceded Papua to Britain in 1884,
Bougainvilleans at no time ever voluntarily gave their political rights to a
foreign power.
colonisers. Bougainvilleans still feel bitterness

Despite the fact that we were ruled by different people throughout

the colonial history, the collective will of our people stubbornly to
maintain or try to maintain our independence and sovereignty has
manifested from time to time in various forms of political protest or
political non-cooperation. In the early and mid-1950s, requests were made
to visiting United Nations missions that Bougainville be placed under
United States control so that it could be developed more quickly and
achieve its independence.

The Australian Administration
The Australian Administration prior to Papua New Guinean selfgovernment in 1,972 appeared to make little effort to develop
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Bougainvilleans educationally, socially and economically. Bougainville
was sadly neglectd in all spheres of development. The Aushalian
Government iust maintained its presence by routinely administering
patrol posts and making occasional patrols into the country.

The Catholic and other Christian missions were the ile facto

government of the day and carried the mapr responsibility for social and
economic development and running schools and hospitals. For instance, as
late as about 1952, the administration had thirteen primary schools, mainly
catering for the education of the children of kiaps (patrol officers) and
administration personnel, and one iunior high school. The combined
Christian missions had over 130 primary schools and three or four high
schools.

There were few roads at the time and economic activity was
largely confined to plantations owned by non-Bougainvilleans. This
frustration over lack of economic development and desire of recognition of
political identity and selfdetermination manifested itself in sporadic
outbreaks of cargo cults throughout Bougainville.
The Hahalis Movement

In the 7960s, the Hahalis people of Buka refused to pay head tax to
the PNG Administration and instead channelled their money through
their own social organisation for the improvement of their homes and
other development in their own areas. My mahilineal relations were all
members of the Hahalis movement.

A strong feeling behind the Hahalis movement, as with many
other Bougainvilleans at the time, was a resentment at having to part with
their hard-earned cash to feed some remote Bovernment in Port Moresby.
This was combined with a common thread of aspiration for political selfexpression or selfdetermination. I remember one of the leaders of the
Hahalis uprising, Sawa Koratsi, saying:

I

fought for my rights and have been imprisoned
successively by the Germans, the fapanese and the
Australians. How long shall we fight for our rights? Let us
break away from PNG. Enough is enough.
O. *y return from university in 1,972,1worked with Leo Hannett
to bring the Hahalis movement into the framework of the working
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committee for the new district government. In the same way we worked
with Damien Damen who was the leader of the'Fifty Toea Movemen(, a
cargo cult organisation in the Kongara region. (The name comes from the
50 toea'tax' which Damen imposed in his region.)
The Mungkas Association

In the early

1960s, the Mungkas (black) Association was formed

by Bougainvilleans studying at the universitlr in Port Moresby. I ioined
when I cam to the university in 1967. The leader of the Mungkas
Association was Leo Hannett. On 8 September 196f,, twenty-five memhrs
of the association in Port Moresby (including mysel0 met and made a
public statement calling for the Australian Administration to allow
Bougainville to go it alone, or else arrange for a referendum to find out
conclusively how Bougainvilleans felt on the following political
alternatives:

(a)

whether Bougainville should form an independent nation
on its own;

(b)
(c)

leave PNG and unite to form one nation with British
Solomon Islands to the south of Bougainville; or
remain with Papua New Guinea.

Leo Hannett gave a speech advocating the reasons for
Bougainville leaving Papua New Guinea. In my experience,
Bougainvilleans hold the feelings and beliefs expressed in Leo Hannetfs
speech.

In particular, there is a consciousness of the ethnic

differences

between us and those on the mainland. We are much blacker. We refer to
those from the mainland as 'redskins'. By the same token, Papua New
Guineans at times show great dislike of Bougainvilleans for being too
black and ugly. They say in Pidgin [Tok Pisin]: Bilakolsem asbilongxspat 'soot black as the bottom of a saucepan'. They will call a black dog 'Buka'.

The PNG Administration refused to allow a referendum in
response to our call. The government argued that it would be costly and
they would have to hold similar referendums all over Papua New Guinea.

The Napidakoe Navitu Association, a Kieta-based political group whose
patron at the time was Paul Lapun, organised an informal referendum

which showed almost 100 per cent support for independence in
Bougainville, but the administration refused to recognise the result as
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valid. In March \971, Paul lapun, presented a motion in the PNG House
of Assembly for a referendum on Bougainville but the administration
opposd it and it was defeated. Later there was a motion supported by the
Pangu Pati for the investigation of the strength of the demand in
Bougainville for a referendum, but that was again defeated.
The Bougainville Special Political Committee

In 1972, Papua New Guinea achieved self-government. A
constitutional committee was established to plan for the constitutional
structures of independence. The Chief Minister of Papua New Guinea at
the time was Mr Michael Somare.
At about this time, there was general sadness and uproar in
Bougainville over the cold-blooded murder of two senior Bougainville
senior public servants, Dr Luke Rovin from Kieta and Mr Peter Moini from
Buiry in the New Guinea Highlands, following a road accident in which
the two were involved. Mr Somare, whose planned tour of Bougainville
coincided with the murders, was met with public protest and
demonstrations wherever he went on Bougainville. In response to the
general call for a Bougainville break-away, he promised that the
Constitutional Planning Committee (CPC) would take into account
Bougainville's problems and would ensure that there would be a
constitutional solution to rectify the genuine fears and grievances.
The Bougainvilleans were prepared to listen to Somare,
particularly when the Bougainvillean Father |ohn Momis was chosen as
deputy chairman of the committee. Bougainvillean leaders made an all-out
effort to find an honourable alternative solution to the incessant call for
secession which would enable Bougainville to stay within the Papua New
Guinea's constitutional framework and under a united country.
A Bougainville Special Political Committee (BSPC) was especially
up to help unite Bougainvilleans to draft a proposal to the CPC. I was a
member of the BSPC. A comprehensive report was PrePared by BSPC
especially relating to a proposal for provincial government. There was a
feeling that through this second tier of government, provided it was
endowed constitutionally with substantial autonomy politically,
administratively and financially, Bougainville would be quite happy to
remain within Papua New Guinea.
set
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On 28 July 7973 at Arawa, Mr Somare, in accepting the BSPC
constitutional proposals, appeared to recognise and understand
Bougainville's plea for substantial autonomy. He promised that
Bougainville would be guaranteed rerognition and security within the
constitution.
The Republic of the North Solomons

Although

we were given the green light by the PNG

Administration to push ahead and establish some sort of provincial
government, it was unfortunately not all plain sailing. What we had in
mind was a system of government that had more bite to it - that is, a
government with more Power - but unfortunately the PNG
Adminishation was not ready to grant us that sort of Power, particularly
in the area of finance.
We were also beginning to become very disappointed with the
national government, especially at the rnnner in which the constitution
was not seen to have safeguards that would allow for proPer checks and
balances. It seemed to us that the national government was not
guaranteeing an equilibrium of power between the national and provincial
governments.

This rift between us and the national government continued up
1975. Independence for Papua New Guinea was to be granted on 16
September 1975 and because we could no longer get anywhere with the
PNG Government, we decided to declare unilaterally the independence of

until

the Republic of the North Solomons.

In |une 1975 | went on an eight-week visit to the United States of
America, sponsored by the US State Department, during which I studied

government, planning and major mines and natural resource
developments. I also visited Puerto Rico and the US Virgin Islands to
study their constitution.

On 1 September 1975, a day after my return from the United

States, there was a declaration of the Republic of the North Solomons. A
large ceremony took place at Arawa when the flag of the new republic was
raised. I attended a similar ceremony at Wakunai in central Bougainville.

I

was well aware of the proposed declaration prior to my
it was all carefully planned. There was

departure for the United States, as
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a competition in schools throughout the province to design a flag and my
father and I designed the flag which was finally selected. The background
of the flag is blue, and in the centre is a hat called upei. Tlrs is a hat worn
at initiation ceremonies once upon a time throughout the whole province.
The upei is set on a star carved out of a turtle shell which was the badge
worn by paramount chiefs on the island. The background is green,
signifying the rich resources of the island, and the blue, signifying the sea.
The same flag is used today as the flag of the NSP Provincial Government.

At the ceremony at Arawa, Leo Hannett made a speech
proclaiming independence. The structure and aims of the new North
Solomons Government was also set out. Dr Alexis Sarei was appointed
President of the new government and executive members were also
appointed. It was resolved that the new government would be a
republican government and that until further decision of the new
government, we would continue to abide by the laws, rules and
regulations that were in application in Bougainville at that time until a
new constitution for the republic was established.

It was declared that foreign policy would ensure the rights of our
people with and among our friends in the Pacific and the world at large.
Bougainvilleans are well aware that there are nations in the region which
are smaller in physical size than Bougainville (for example, Singapore),
and also countries which are much smaller in population (for example,
Nauru and Kiribati).
After the unilateral declaration of independence of the Republic of

the North Solomons, the Somare government took great offence and
suspended the North Solomons Provincial Government for twelve
months. During this time, there were no conununications whatsoever
between us and the national government, but we continued to operate as

an independent government for the remaining twelve months. In fact, it
was very well organised and well run and we continued to get the support
of the people right throughout the province. A skeleton administration
was set up. We had our headquarters at the Tunuru Catholic Mission and
we established the administrative structure of the government there. We
raised money throughout the island. Leaders within the three districts of
Buiry Kieta and Buka were responsible for collecting funds, which they
did through village'level governments. Between K100,000 and K200,000
was raised to run the republic. Those working full-time in running the
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goverrunent of the republic (about twenty, including myself) were paid
regularly every fortnight. We were also given food.

Finally, negotiations began with the national goverrunent. We
decided to go back into the framework of Papua New Guinea, but more
substantial financial and legislative powers were given to the reinstated
provincial government.
Many were not happy with this new move because as far as they
were concerned, we had stopped short of actually creating an independent
North Solomons. The feelings iunong our people that we are strangers to
Papua New Guinea is something that we grew up with as children. We
feel that we are not part of Papua New Guinea because we all know that
socially, culturally and geographically, we are part of the Solomon Islands
with whose people we have direct family ties. For example, the Rorovana
people migrated to Bougainville only eighty years ago.
The feeling of being separate from Papua New Guinea is prevalent
right throughout the province, among both the young and the very old.
Any activities which might arise in the province, for instance, the present
crisis, are always secondary to this great feeling of being separate, and
wanting to become a s€parate identity and entity.

Between 7976 and l9ST,Botgainville enioyed a relatively tranquil
of the 1950s and 7970s. Pro-secessionist
movements and feelings, however, were regularly expressed, particularly
during both provincial and national election campaigns. In fact, during the
1988 provincial elerctions, when I was in Kieta, people frequently raised the
issue of secession with Mr Kabui who was campaigning for the
premiership at the time. I was told that the issue was raised by the people
in Buin and in Siwai.

time after the turbulence

During the last national election campaign (1987\, the leader of the
Melanesian Alliance Parly, Father Momis, also launched his 'Bougainville
Initiative', the main aim of which was to obtain a 3 per cent stake from
BCL profits for the people of Bougainville. He warned that unless this
demand was accepted by BCL, and indirectly by the national government,
which is heavily dependent on the mine for its annual income, once again
the question of independence would need to be seriously considered.
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The Panguna Landowners' Association (PLA)

In 1987 and 1988, I was aware of the emergence of the new PLA
and its disenchantment with the old PLA. I believed that the new PLA
must have had an objective other than questions of land compensation.
The reasons for this belief were that I thought the old PLA was doing quite
a good job in looking after the people, so there must have been some other
reason for the emergence of the new PLA. The old PLA had formed the
RMTL Trust Fund which had a good program of invesbnent. It had
purchased the Tenakau plantation for K1.5 million. It also had a system for
providing money for houses and schools, as interest-free loans to the
landowners.
ln a radio broadcast on 25 November 1988, Francis Ona came out
very strongly in support of the new PLA's demand for K10 billion and also
called for Bougainville to secede. Many people said to me that they had
heard it. The man was hailed by Bougainvilleans as their new hero.
Nobody knew much about him before this. I did not know him personally

myself. The broadcast was at about 7.30 pm when very many people listen
to the radio. There is no television on Bougainville and only the one radio
station which is heard throughout the island. It is also possible to pick up
an FM broadcast from Port Moresbv and Ona's broadcast was heard on
that also.
On 3 November 1.989, there was a further broadcast by Ona on the
FM radio at prime time. It lasted about half an hour, the time usually
allocated to the Prime Minister or other persons of seniority. Mr Namaliu
complained bitterly that Ona was allowed to broadcast at that time and for
so long. Many Bougainvilleans who had recorded it played it constantly in

their homes, in shops and in the villages.
Support for the Militants
There is widespread support throughout Bougainville for Ona's
three demands, namely: a better deal for the landowners affected by the
mine (including compensation for environmental damage); a better deal
for Bougainville (that is, the profits from the mine staying in Bougainville

to the PNG Government); and secession. In my
everywhere
you go, people will express support for Ona.
experience,
People say that the only way to solve the problems with Papua New
Guinea is to give North Solomons its independence. Although most of the
rather than going
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physical support for the militants is in the Nasioi, Kongara, Buin and Siwai
areas, where most of the fighting has occurred, there is moral support
throughout the island (and on Buka).

One result is that the militants' intelligence seems to be much
superior to that of the PNG security forces. The militants always seem to
be forewarned of operations, as, for example, when the security forces
raided the village at Orami, only to find the militants had disappeared.
There are no significant reports of any information about the militants
being provided to the security officers by informers, or certainly not by
Bougainvilleans, despite a K200,000 reward being announcd on 22
September 1989 for information leading to the capture of Ona and seven
deputies. The reward further confirmed that Ona was seen by the PNG
Government as the leader of a rebellion.

In july 1989 about twenty people were charged with

being

members of the Bougainville Revolutionary Army. The charges were later
dropped against all except one, for lack of evidence and the rial of that
one, Tony Ari, was later adjoumed.

Many Bougainvilleans, including myself, heard or read of the
statement by Brigadier General Ted Diro in the PNG Parliament on 11 July
1989 to the effect that the PNG Government was not facing a mere law and
order problem but an insurrection. The view commonly expressed among
people to whom I spoke was that the statement only confirmed to us that
there was actually a war going on between the PNG Govemment and the
North Solomons people.
The estimates of the number of militants range from 200 to 1,000.

It would certainly include some members who are not full-time.

They

move around all the time and are supplied with food by villagers as well
as being able to live off the land. After the troops arrived in March 1989,
the militants were rather on the defensive. However, in late November
and December 1989, they went on the attack.
The Future?

Current world movements towards ethnic freedom cannot be
ignored. Is Port Moresby's pride too big to consider the quest of
Bougainvilleans to have their own independence, or for more autonomy
than what thev now have?
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During the recent crisis, Bougainvilleans have only defended their
political territory. Blood has been spilled. Families have suffered much
hardship. Parents have lost sons, and in some villages, memories of the
war with the fapanese were replayed in their experiences. The experiences
have been very traumatic. Bougainvilleans are not going to settle for
anything less than genuine political independence.

PERSPECTIVES ON A CRISIS (4)

|ohn Connell*
The impact of the Bougainville Copper Limited GCL) mine has
been vast; some of its adverse effects are long-lasting, several Pennanent,
yet the mine is only approximately half-way through its economic life. The
effects, both positive and negative, have touched every asPect of the

Bougainvilleans' lives. Landowners have received many benefits education and health services, roads and improved income-earning
opportunities - but some have lost much of their land forever.
Many of these landowners opposed mining at the outset. Their
opposition declined as their protests and expectations became aPParently
more futile. Many expectations have not been met, and royalty and
compensation payments are not perceived as adequate. Development and it was always an unwelcome form of development - has been thrust
upon them. Although most landowners are much better off in material
terms than before the mine began, they are relatively less well-off than the
mineworkers and they suffer considerable social and environmental
disadvantages. As Father John Momis (MP for Bougainville Provincial
electorate) and American anthropologist Eugene Ogan concluded not long
after mine construction had begun: 'It is a tragedy of the Nasioi that the
economic benefits are not dishibuted in the same manner as the social
costs.'Their gains will not increase in the future while the disadvantages
will mount.
Although BCL was the obvious target of discontent, this had been
emphasised by the decline of the Papua New Guinea Government's mine
liaison office, and the withdrawal of the political systems from formal
participation in the discussion of mine-related issues. Politicians, while
pragmatically seeking the substantial revenue provided by the mine, were
politically supportive of the aspirations of the landowners in their struggle
against the multinational BCL. For example, the former MP for South
Bougainville and Minister of Mines, Paul Lapun, had completely changed
his views on the mine by October 1988:

*

Senior Lecturer, the Deparbnent of Gmgraphy, University of Sydney.
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At the time I

signed the agreement allowing BCL to
mining
conunence
operations here on Bougainville, you
me
what
would happen to my environment.
didn't tell
You capitalise on my ignorance and after 18 years here
much of my land has been depleted. What happens when
the gold and copper finishes? You will leave with your
money and I will be left with a barren wasteland. The
government stays in Port Moresby and says BCL knows
what it is doing, and yet we see our environment dying
daily. When I was young they fooled me and now I am
old and still alive to see the result of my decision, I weep.
Who cares about a copper mine if it kills us?l
Other than to make such rhetorical statements, politicians usually
played little part in the events of 1988. By the time that violence had
occurred, they were in no position to mediate. The extent of grievances
and demands had gone beyond their ability to achieve a compromise
solution. In this contemporary struggle, not BCL, nor the central and
provincial governnents, nor the landowners, can escape some criticism for
the violence that followed the perceived break-down in communications.

The increased violence from mid-November 1988 onwards
followed the presentation to BCL of a series of genuine grievances held by
landowners in the three lease areas of the mine (but particularly in the
mine and tailing areas) over a period of many months. Militancy followed
dismay at the delay in recognition of the 'iustice' of their claims and thus
the apparent minimal progress in redressing those grievances. The
immediate catalyst for the onset of the present phase of violence aPPears
to have been the presentation of the interim findings of a consultancy
report which concluded that there was no scientific evidence that chemical
pollution was as widespread or as significant as claimed by the
landowners; hence the amount and distribution of compensation for any
pollution caused by the mine would likely be less substantial and
widespread than landowners had demanded. Even then there was no
reason to suppose that landowners' grievances would eventually
precipitate the scale of violence that has ensued.
The'new' Panguna Landowners' Association (PLA), which most
strongly articulated these grievances, has always been a loosely organised

I
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group. Early in November 1988 it did not yet have office bearers. Until late
in 1988, the new PLA was widely supported in the three mine lease areas.
although it was most strongly supported in the villages closest to the mine
site; there was nonetheless opposition to the new PLA, primarily from
those who were strong supporters of the 'old' PLA. The division was
apparent in fanuary 1989 with the kidnapping of Matthew Kove.

Outside the lease areas - that is, beyond the areas where those
concerned with the two key issues of compensation and environment were
centred - there was limited support for the new PLA (or, for that matter,
the old PLA). As far south as Buin, there was concern over environmental
issues but no real support for the new PLA who were regarded as
primarily involved in a series of local issues that did not concern villagers
remote from the mine. In north Bougainville and Buka, there appears to
have been little or no interest in any of these concerns. The strongest
support for the new PLA outside the lease areas came from the'Fifty-toea'
people around Sipuru, who had always opposed any form of external
intervention. Throughout the period of violence, members of the new PLA
sought to broaden the regional basis of support. Within Bougainville,

support was nonetheless both socially and, more particularly,

geographically limited.
The start of violent activities distinguished Francis Ona and those
militants who supported him. As early as mid-fanuary 7989, David Sisito,
the Member for Central Bougainville in the North Solomons Provincial

Government, and Cyril Tivai, Chairman of the Rorovana Iandowners
Association and Chairman of the Pirung Community Government (which
covered the area that includes Rorovana and Arawa villages) had called
on Ona to return the dynamite and end the violence.2 Tivai had been a
supporter of the new PLA.
Despite the violence, Ona himself still commanded respect. David
Sisito commented two weeks later that:
He is a man of dignity among his own people fighting for
his own land for benefits of the future generation of North
Solomons Province. Mr Ona deserves a lot of praise for

2

PNG Post-Courier,

19 January 1989.
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voluntarily sacrificing his time to bring changes to the
complex issues of giant mining at Panguna.3
Nonetheless, increased violence appears to have initially led to a reduction

in the number of militants and a significant loss of support for Ona, to the
point where, in April 1989, other members of the new PLA were engaged
in dialogue with the PNG Government while Ona and his supporters
remained in the hills.

Little is known of the composition of the militant group that
actually conducted violent activities. Francis Ona, until recently, was the
only one (apart from Damien Damen, the leader of the'Fifty Toea'people)
identified by name and the only early communication came not from Ona,
but from the 'Bougainville Revolutionary Army', which has also been
styled the 'Bougainville Republican A*y' and the 'Bougainville
Liberation Army'. The militants included landowners, cultists and, some
'rascals' (small-scale criminals).
In April 1989 the security forces were reported to have identified
three groups: the Panguna Landowners Association, the Bougainville
Revolutionary Army and the Pontoku Ororing (said to mean'based in the
village'in the Nasioi language, though this translation may be incorrect),
reported to be a local cult group.4 Much later there were reported to be six
different groupsS, but these probably were identified in terms of areas
rather than aspirations. All those arrested as'militants'have been young,
most of them in their twenties (but Singko and Damen were much older).
Francis Ona is reported to have bcen described by one of his peers

as'the only one mad enough to take on BCL'.5 Throughout the first six
months of violence, all dealings with the militants were with Ona as an
individual, although an individual who represents a number of people
and is demanding redress of legitimate grievances. At no time, however,
was he acknowledged as the only representative of landowners and their
grievances.

3
4
5
6

PNG Post-Courier,2 February 1989.
PNG Post-Couriu,22 Apil7989.
PNG Post-Courier,28 August 1989.
Sydney MorningHnald,ll March 1989.
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After the wave of violence that began in

mid-November,
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times, resulted in local criticism.
villages in November, the NSP Premier,loe Kabui, sought the removal of
the police from Arawa and opposed their 'heavy handed techniques'
against the villagers.T A few days later, the President of the Mungkas
Association (a loose organisation of mainly well-educated Bougainvilleans
in the urban areas) demanded that all riot squad police leave Arawa and
Panguna: 'The police are terrorising our PeoPle. They are looking for
explosives in old women's suitcases.'8

More extensive police Powers, during the curfew that began in
|anuary 1989, resulted in greater resentment. There were confrontations
between police and villagers necessitating a memorandum of agreement
early in February between the police, the national government and the
North Solomons Provincial Government, which scaled down police
activities in the province, causing police frustration in the face of
continued sporadic violence. A wave of violence, apparently unrelated to
mining grievances, then resulted in soldiers from the PNG Defence Force
being sent to Bougainville and the riot police remaining in place.
The forceful actions of the riot police and armed forces, in the face
of violence from militant landowners, provoked further resentment and,
on a number of occasions, the actions of some individuals were strongly

criticised. The Catholic Church in Bougainville called on Amnesty
International to investigate claims that police had abused human rights in
a number of incidents which were stated to include murder, rape and
arson. By May, about fifty riot police had been withdrawn from the island
for disciplinary offences, most being for such offences as drunkenness. The
situation deteriorated further in late fune with the declaration of a State of
Emergency which gave additional powers to the security forces.

The wide-ranging objectives of the new PLA, as elaborated in
1988, did not include any obiective that put it in direct opposition to the
PNG Government. It was not established to overthrow the Sovernment
but to impress upon it the gravity of its grievances and the necessity for
the government to support the PLA in its claims on BCL. In the months
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before November 1988, several meetings had been held with
representatives of the PNG Government (including Cabinet ministers) to
stress these points. The new PLA sought to represent more directly, and
more successfully than the old PLA, the substantial number of grievances
expressed by landowners in the lease areas. Briefly in November 1988 and
then, from February 1989 onwards, when the new PLA was already split
between militants and non-militants, Ona emphasised the necessity for
secession, in response to his perception that no substantial gain would be
forthcoming within Papua New Guinea.
Since the late 1960s, there has been some support for secession in
Bougainville. This grew to a head in 1974, in the perid before the
independence of Papua New Guinea, with a widespread secession
movement, based in the south rather than the north, and among Catholics
rather than members of the Uniting Church. The movement had shong
support in the Nasioi area and, to some extent, grew out of an earlier
movement, the Napidakoe Navitu, that was based around Arawa.
The two key issues that encouraged secession sentiments - distinct
identity and perceived economic neglect - have never faded. They have, at
times, been exacerbated by ethnic tensions between Bougainvilleans and
migrants, whether employed or unemployed. Nevertheless, overt
demands for secession had only rarely been heard between 1975 and 1988;
hence Ona's public call for secession was unusual. The fact that, at the
time, he was also largely unknown, his vague reference to 'my people', his
mention of secession in the midst of a long and, quite possibly, emotive
broadcast, and a greater concern with environmental compensation issues
probably account for little note of it being taken at the time.

During the latter part of March 1989, a further series of violent,
interracial incidents occurred which may have contributed to an increase
in secessionist sentiment. There was no established link between these
events and the activities of militants in the new PLA, although they took
place in the Nasioi area.

At different times, Papua New Guineans from outside
Bougainville have expressed their own views over Ona's motives. For
example, Ted Dro (a Papuan MP) suggested in August 1989 that Ona had
been intent on leading a movement for secession for at least five years.9 By
9

PNC Post-Courier,2 August 1989.
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contrast, in a national parliamentary debate, Utula Samana (MP for
Morobe Province) stated:

What the militants are fighting against is Bougainville

Copper. They would have actually taken over
Bougainville Copper and not the North Solomons
Province...I would rather believe that his [Ona'sl ultimate
aim was permanent closure of Bougainville Copper. His
sabotage activities were mainly targeted against the
copper mine. He saw this as his best strategy to put home
his points and was not trying to cause a widespread civil
disobedience. He was not waging a guerilla war against
the people of Papua New Guinea. That is what the [PNG]
Government would like us to believe.lO

There is no apparent evidence to support either Diro's or Samana's
contentions; or perhaps national parliamentarians were not always well
informed on events in Bougainville. Obviously there are substantial
doubts over Ona's principal goals, although Ona himself reportedly
claimed that it took him ten years to plan his obiectives.ll

10 Hansard, PNG National Parliament,5 September
11 Times of PapuaNew Guinu, T September 1989.

1989.

PERSPECTIVES ON A CRISIS (5)
Eugene Ogan*
Bougainvilleans who took the first violent actions, and continue to

be most prominent in later activities, are all speakers of the Nasioi
language. More than any people on Bougainville, Nasioi have borne the
brunt of alien contact during this century. The reason is quite simple: the
natural harbour at Kieta. Thus the first Europeans to take up residence, the
missionaries of the Society of Mary, settled at Kieta in 1902. Kieta was the
administrative headquarters from 1905 until World War II, and the

precipitous departure of the District Officer at that time was especially
demoralising to Nasioi. Because of its geographic, administrative and
commercial position, Kieta drew European planters and others who
normally lived elsewhere on the island.
The culture and 20th century history of Nasioi are distinctive,
making them different to a degree from other language groups on the
island, even before mining exploration and construction began. Whereas
Nasioi must have shared many cultural features with those south
Bougainville groups to which they are most closely related linguistically
(Buin, Siwai, Nagovisi), the development of a plantation economy before
World War I in the Nasioi area, but not elsewhere in South Bougainville,
created differences which are relevant to my argument.

All of the definitions of the important terms - insurrection,
rebellion, revolution, civil war, and usurped power - assume a degree of
political organisation, leadership and administration which not only never
characterised Nasioi society in the past but has not developed up to the
present time. One of the earliest German administration reports of the
Kieta area complains of the difficulty in establishing local leaders through
whom the Germans wished to exercise colonial authority, because the
people had not the faintest idea of what a chief was. During World War II,
when Bougainville was occupied by the Japanese, neither they nor the
'coast-watchers'operating behind their lines could depend on any lasting
group of Nasioi supporters. Rather, loyalties shifted unpredictably,

+
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dividing even clans and villages, until the Allies had convincingly reestablished control.
To bring the issue closer to the Present, in 1952 a United Nations
committee visited Kieta and sought the opinions of Nasioi. Not only was

no consensus as to their relationship with the Australian
administering power, but even those who condemned that power did not
seek independence. Rather, these dissidents requested a takeoyel by t\e
United states. The past record consistently shows a much divided people
who, even when ihey use words like 'secession', are unlikely to be
thinking in anything approximating the terms which legal precedents have
established as criteria for'rebellion'.
there

However, although I believe the historical and anthropological
records are relevant, there is much more immediate information to
and iustifiably
support my opinion.
-royaltyMany Nasioi have persistently
and compensation arrangements, originally
resented the
established in 1967 between Bougainville Copper Limited (BCL) and
affected Nasioi, and modified in many ways since that time. It is the issue
of compensation, especially as this produced disagreements among Nasioi
themselves, not an attemPt to overthrow the provincial or national
governments, which is the proximate cause of violence against the mine.

In 1980, a new agreement was drawn up between BCL and the
Panguna Iandowners' Association (PLA). Although this brougltt
increased revenues to many Nasioi in the Panguna area, the inevitably
uneven distribution of income created still further divisions among those
claiming compensation. In the first place, traditional Nasioi notions of land
tenure are stilt influencing behaviour. As elsewhere in Papua New Guinea,

these notions only allow for the multiplication of claims (through
maniage, exchange, etc.), not their extinction or final resolution. (I cannot
imagine in the foreseeable future any unqualified acceptance of Western
legal principles of free, simple ownership and permanent transfer thereof
urnot g the masses in Papua New Guinea.) Second, traditional belief in an
egalitirian society also remains important. A.y increase in inequities of
wealth is always likely to stir resentment, especially since wealth is most
likely to accrue only to the very small minority of Nasioi with Western
education and attitudes.
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Since the 1980 agreement established a Road Mine Tailings Lease
(RMTL) Trust Fund which received an average K2 million per year,l the
stage was set for particularly violent disagreements as to the distribution
of the newly increased revenue. While resentrnent towards BCL continued
among rnany in the Panguna area, by 1988 there was also a serious rift
between younger Nasioi men and those who administered the RMTL
Trust Fund. Thus, at a meeting in November 1988, the complaints voiced
were less directed against the PNG Government than against the
'conservative'Nasioi, like Matthew Kove, who were accused of diverting
compensation payments to their own use.

All the foregoing is particularly significant when one considers the
role of Francis Ona, who is now portrayed in the media as a'revolutionary
leader'. Ona represents, in the first instance, a younger man dissatisfied
with older Nasioi leadership and, in more crass terms, his own share of the
compensation pie. Unlike Kove or Lawrence Daveona, members of the
'conservative' faction, Ona's claims to land in the mining and tailings area
are traced through the male line, whereas the dominant principle in Nasioi
social organisation was matrilineal. In the traditional system, patrilineality
did $ve a claimant certain rights. especially in the absence of matrilineal
heirs, but these were always considered second to those through the
female line. The withdrawal of Francis Ona from a meeting in November
1988 is most reasonably understood as part of his conflict with his own
relatives in the kind of land dispute between matrilineal and patrilineal
claimants which has been characteristic of Nasioi culture as far back in
time as informants' memories can reach and as recently as my own
fieldwork in the 1970s. While no one can know for sure whether his
motivations might have changed since his initial 'retreat to the bush', it is
much more likely that his apparently political pronouncements represent
tactics to exhicate himself from a personal dilemma (he has been accused
of murdering his patrilineal uncle, Matthew Kove) than a coherent plan to
supplant any govemment authority. In this sense, then, Ona's talk of a
'Bougainville Revolutionary Army' is just that - talk.2

1
2

PNG Post-Courier,l fune 1989.
This discussion of Ona's relationship to Kove was based on media
reports and personal communications from knowledgeable observers
of the Bougainville scene. The details are subject to debate.
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It is, of course, hypothetically possible that, whatever Ona's
personal attitudes or interests, the group which is carrying out the
violence that has closed the mine would be described as a revolutionary
force. I do not believe this to be the case. There is no evidence that the
violence constitutes an organised effort with any common obiective,
leadership or administration. One should not be misled by the
pronouncements of any individual.
For decades, there has been widespread Nasioi dissatisfaction

with their lot. Frequently, this dissatisfaction has led Nasioi to

seek

supernatural solutions to their problems. Manifestations have varied over
time, but 'cargo cult' is a catch-all term, useful in this case. A problem here
is that some cult leaders have adopted terminology suggestive of political

sophistication but have either not understood the accepted Western
meaning of these terms or else consciously used them simply to
manipulate followers. Thus'business','secession','referendum' and the
like take on for cultists connotations quite different from Western legal
usage. In the Nasioi case,'cargo' sentiment does seem to motivate some of
those carrying out violence against the mine. However, this is by no means
the same as an organised effort to overthrow the edsting government. In
the past, a typical response of cargoists to my questions as to their goals in
a particular cult manifestation has been 'We don't know for sure, but it
will be better'. Cultists are most unlikely to fit the definition of an
organised force out to supplant an established authority.

It should be clear that there is neither evidence nor any reason to
suspect that the perpetrators of violence in Bougainville have reached the
stage whereby they can make laws governing any substantial portion of
even the Nasioi population, much less punish disobedience against such
laws. In other words, they have hardly'usurped powe/. But neither is
there the degree of coherence and community of purpose which seems to
be basic to the legal definitions in question. It is certain that dissatisfaction
with the status quo exists in the Nasioi group, as it has for at least forty
years. However, this dissatisfaction has not been able (as of September
1989) to produce the degree of political consensus required to mount a
rebellion, revolution, civil war or insurrection as legally defined.
Before May 1989, the evidence suggests that the violence primarily
represented acts of Ona and a small group of people, angry at BCL and
other Nasioi over conflicting compensation claims. However, actions by
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riot police and military forces seem
numbers of people affected.3

to have broadened the area and

A letter I received from the Reverend Gregory Singkai, Catholic
Bishop of Bougainville and himself a Nasioi, says that the main aim of the
landowner militants was'to keep the Mine closed, thus punishing the
Papua New Guinea C,overnment that has taken so much from the
landowners and the Province without putting anything back in return'.
This statement could be interpreted in more than one way. On the basis of
my own work with Nasioi, I would say that 'punishment' represents a
traditional kind of 'payback' or reprisal, demanding a compensatory
response, not a change of government.

3

See also

f. Nash and E. Ogan, Pacific Stuilia, March 1990,pp.7-17.

PART

II

THE PANGUNA MINE: ITS IMPACT
ON SOCIETY AND STATE
Are we a fat cout to be milked for the rest of the country?

[District Premier, Alexis Sarei
September 19751

THE PANGUNA MINE IMPACT (1)
john Connell*
In1,964, Conzinc Riotinto of Australia (CRA) began exploration on

in search of copper. After successful exploration,
Bougainville Copper Limited (BCL) was established in 1967, two-thirds
owned by CRA and one-third by Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd (BHP), and
development of the Panguna mine began.
Bougainville,

A new phase of Papua New Guinea's mining history also began.
The territorial administration granted leases to BCL for mining, tailings
disposal and road access; land was acquired for town and port facilities;
BCL paid compensation to landowners for the land acquired for mining
purposes. The mine began production in 1972, quickly becoming an
extremely large mine by world standards in terms of both production and
size.

Since 1972, BCL has conhibuted about 16 per cent of Papua New
Guinea's internally generatd income and ,14 per cent of its exports.
Initially foreign shareholders received very high returns, but after the 1974
renegotiation, a larger share of profit has remained in Papua New Guinea.
The distribution of cash benefits from the mine (excluding land
compensation) over the most recent ten-year period 0978-8n resulted in
about 60 per cent going to the National Government (in taxes, fees and
dividends) and 35 per cent to foreign shareholders;5 per cent went to the
North Solomons Provincial Covernment; and 0.2 per cent to local
landowners in royalty payments, aside from compensation payments. The
Provincial Government share of the profits represented about a third of
the provincial income and the National Government share represented
about 15 per cent of the national income. These statistics were not well
known in Bougainville. Iandowners strongly believed that they should
get a greater share of profits, as owners of the mineral resource.

In the 1980s, the Papua New Guinea Government came under
strong pressures from the provincial government, and from Bougainville
representatives in the national parliament, for an improved share of profits
and other ancillary benefits. In 1988, after a long period of dissatisfaction,
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the Panguna Landowners' Association (PLA) finally called on BCL to pay
it 50 per cent of all profits since the establishment of the mine and K10
billion for long-term environnrental damage. Dssatisfied with BCL's
response, villagers blocked key access roads and, in November 1988,

militant landowners bombed mine installations, closing the mine for
several days, and causing subsequent disruption which eventually forced
the mine to close on 16 Mav 1989.

Bougainville and PapuaNew Guinea
The indigenous population of Bougainville are ethnically different
from those of the remaining areas of Papua New Guinea. They are blackskinned people, similar to those of the western islands of the neighbouring
Solomon Islands, with whom they also share some cultural characteristics.
Within contemporary Papua New Guinea, this has given Bougainvilleans
a very distinct and strongly perceived identity, and has contributed to
some friction between the indigenous island population and migrants
from elsewhere, whether those migrants are employed in Panguna, coastal
copra and cocoa plantations or elsewhere. There are, nonetheless, also
linguistic and cultural variations within Bougainville; about eighteen
languages are spoken on the island (and more in Buka and the offshore
islands that compose the present North Solomons Province).

Bougainville came under German colonial conhol at the end of the
19th century, although some remote areas were not contacted until the
third decade of this cenhrry. The German era extended until 1914, when an
Australian expeditionary force seized control of the island. During that
fitteen-year period, a large number of plantations were established on the
east coast and missionaries established a Presence. As the most remote

district

in the Australian-administered territory of New

Guinea,

Bougainville experienced little social and economic development, beyond
the consolidation of a plantation economy until the post-war years. In
parts of the region,there was frustration over limited development; there

were some cult movements and some Bougainvilleans welcomed the
fapanese invasion in 1942.
Development was limited in the post-war years. There were no
administration schools until after 1961 and race relations were Poor.
However, there was a degree of monetisation from the 1950s onwards and
cash-cropping of cocoa later emphasised this trend. Mission churches and
hospitals enabled substantial social develoPment. Again there was some
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resentment of the perceived 'neglect'by a remote administration and some
reaction against it. By and large, as one historian of Bougainville has

concluded:

experience did little to create in
a sense of corunon destiny with other
Papua New Guineans. Bougainvilleans perceive
themselves as being set apart by their geographical
insularity, their traditional relations with the Solomon
Islands, their distinctive skin colour and their historical
experiences, which included a conviction of being
"neglected" and "exploited' by Australia for the benefit of

The colonial
Bougainvilleans

other Papua New Guineans.l

In this context, CRA began exploration in Bougainville, supported

by an Australian Administration anxious to achieve greater economic
viability in New Guinea. The administration emphasised that economic
development should precede political change. Nevertheless, limited
political development, accelerated at the start of the 1970s through Michael
Somare's coalition government in 7972, moved Papua New Guinea
towards independence in 1975.

In Bougainville, concern over the establishment and oPerations of
the CRA mine at Panguna, allied with a sense of separate identity, fuelled
secessionist sentiment. In 1968, a small grouP of Bougainvilleans had
declared their intention to secede before they could be incorporated in a
new independent nation. The demand for secession was particularly
strong in the period immediatelybefore Papua New Guinea independence
and culminated in a widely supported declaration of independence.
The secessionist movement stressd a number of issues, including

the distinctive cultural identity of the Bougainville people and the
necessity to achieve a greater share of the mine profits for Bougainville.
The then District Premier, Alexis Sarei, stated at the time: 'Are we a fat

cow

to be milked for the rest of the country?'. A

minority of

Bougainvilleans (perhaps as many as a quarter of the total) were not in
favour of a separate independence and preferred to remain within Papua

1
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New Guinea. The PNG Governrnent largely ignored political events in
Bougainville; the secessionist movement petered oug Bougainville Dstrict
became the North Solomons Province; and there was no significant
disruption of mining operations.

On a number of

subsequent occasions, there have been

discussions of the possibility of secession. The threat of secession has
occasionally been used by the North Solomons Provincial Government as
a political weapon and many villagers (who were without a detailed
understanding of politics) are firmly in support of secession; but never
before has the demand for secession reached the point that it reached in
1975. Since then prosperity has largely increased, especially in the late
1970s and 1980s when cocoa prices were exbemely high. Welfare services
and roads have been extended and the province has become more
integrated into Papua New Guinea.

Mining rights
When CRA exploration begary the upland area around Guava, at

the present mine site, was among the least developed areas of
Bougainville, as were many other areas in the central mountain chain.
Almost all the population in this area were Nasioi speakers, a language
group which extended over much of the south-east Bougainville. Most
villagers depended on subsistence crops, primarily sweet potato and taro,
and there was little cash<rop production. Of the little cash income in the
Guava villages, most came from plantation labour on the east coast of
Bougainville and in East Britain. Mountain villages were little more than
small thinly scattered hamlets, especially in the area around the Panguna
site; the population growth rate was low, as a result of relatively high

infant mortality.
Reaction to the arrival of CRA exploration and construction teams

in the

1960s was almost invariably hostile, especially

in the Guava

area,

except for about ninety local villagers employed by CRA. Opposition was

especially strong to the administration's view that what lay underneath
the land belonged to the administration and not to the landowners. Early
in196f., a report on the area around Dapera and Darenai villages recorded
that villagers opposed any interference by CRA. They said that they
owned the land, and thus the copper; they did not want the company to
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take it away and 'leave their children with nothing'.2 They refused to
accept the o<isting principle that all mining rights belong to the
government and anybenefits as such should go to the Territory as a whole
and not to various individuals in the mining area.
Generally, opposition to CRA was strongest among those closest

to the site; as Guava villagers were reported to have said to the

klap

(administrative patrol officer):'\A/hy does the government help CRA when
it is supposed to be helping us? The goverrunent knows we do not want
anything to do with the CRA.'3 On the grounds of perceived future land
shortages, the absolute loss of land, fears of negative impacts from mining,
but also the view that there would be nothing left for them to mine,
opposition to CRA activities became widespread during the 1!b0s.

Opposition to CRA was sometimes forceful, including threats to
company personnel and the removal of survey markers. Police often
accompanied patrol teams to ensure their safety. At Rorovana, site for a
new port and power station, police removed protesting women from the
path of incoming bulldozers - a confrontation which focused national and
international interest on Bougainville. By and large, as the American
anthropologist Douglas Oliver recorded after a period as consultant to
CRA:
...a few of the villagers near the mining site seem to have
greeted events with pleasurable anticipation of the
material rewards they would reap from it, while a few
others became arul remaineil implacably hostile. Most of
them appear to have become resigned more or less
disconsolately to what they regard as another example of
the white man's cupidity, deceit and irresistible power.4

Opposition grew as Bougainvillean politicians such as Raphael
in the national
Parliament. In 1969 there were early threats of secession unless the
administration revised its laws on the selling and leasing of indigenous
Iand. In mid-1969, a new organisation centred in Kieta - Napidakoe Navitu
Bele, Paul Lapun and Father John Momis took their seats

2
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- emerged with Paul Lapun as Chairman and Raphael Bele as Treasurer,
initially to oppos€ land resumption by the administration in the Arawa
and Rorovana areas. It gained considerable support and eventually
demanded a referendum on Bougainville secession. However, no ProPer
referendum was ever held.
Nonetheless secessionist sentirnents strengthened in later years,
eventually leading to the declaration of a Republic of North Solomons in
1975, an abortive move that quickly lost any semblance of political
legitimary. However, many Bougainvillean politicians had come to terms
with the existence of the mine, although three members of the House of
Assembly (Momis, Lapun and Bele) were firrnly in suPPort of
renegotiation of the original agreement. Paul Lapun himself had become
Minister of Mines and the Combined Conference of Bougainville local
Government Councils sought direct financial support from BCL and even
representation on the BCL board.

Population Growth and Social Change

Mining operations have brought substantial changes in most
of Bougainville society and economy. But one change that had
relatively little to do with the presence of the mine itself has been rapid
population growth. In 1939, the population of the province was about
39,000, compared with the 1980 census figure of 728,794; the
Bougainvillean component of this population had grown in the 1'97G80
aspects

decade from around 80,0m to around 109,m0. Thus the annual population
growth rate in mineaffected areas tends to be higher than 3 per cent. It
places substantially increased pressure on land and other local resources,
and imposes a greater demand for modern sector employment.

Urbanisation has also followed mining development. Before 1970
Bougainville had one of the lowest rates of urbanisation of any district in
Papua New Guinea, barely 3 per cent of the total population. The mine
generated two completely new towns: Arawa, now by far the largest town
on the island with a population of about 15,000 in 1988, and the much
smaller mining town of Panguna, with a population of about 3,500. It also
contributed to the growth of Kieta, the old administration centre. From a
slow start, urbanisation proceeded faster than in any other part of Papua

New Guinea.
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As in other places with a predominant mining economy, the
maprity of the overall urban population has been male (although this
dominance is declining over time). Moreover, the proPortion of
Bougainvilleans in the towns has always been low, barely more than a
third of the total. The towns of Bougainville have been characterised by
male migration from outside the province and are far from being balanced
communities in ser( or age structure.

The urban centres became increasingly important administrative

and commercial centres for Bougainville during the mining

era.

Substantially improved road access gave almost all villages better access to
employment, markets and a range of services. However, in some cases,
especially close to the Jaba river road and at Arawa village, the roads have
created dust, traffic and nuisance problems. On balance, however, the BCL
roads seem to have been a substantial gain for these villages. Urbanisation
and migration, especially from outside the province, have been two of the
most important social effects of the establishment of BCL.
Since 1969, when the construction phase started, there have been

four principal village relocations: the movement of Uruawa village from
the Loloho site to Rorovana; the movement of Dapera and Moroni villages
(and various hamlets) from the mine site and, most recently, the
movement of Kuneka from the tailings-affected Iaba flood plain to a new
site. In the case of Dapera and Moroni, the land situation has become
critical since the amount of land that is owned by the clans from these
villages, and not already occupied by the mine, has shrunk to a tiny
proportion of the traditional land area.
In other villages, rising population has also put Pressure on the
agricultural system. In most villages, the depletion of the bush and the
widespread use of shotguns (now banned in some areas) have reduced
traditional hunting and gathering activities. Wild pig, possum and flying
fox populations have all declined. Fish numbers have also become
substantially depleted due to river pollution and erosion and changing
sediment loads in rivers. The greatest change in the agricultural economy
has been the rapid expansion of cash-cropping that began in most parts of
Bougainville in the 1960s with the planting of cocoa and improvements in
road transport systems.
In addition to cash<ropping, the main sources of cash income in
the region are compensation payments and wages and salaries.
Compensation payments for 1988 totalled K1,457,475 spread over the
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various leas€ areas, and to sonre extent beyond, where river ecology has
been desboyed or where landowners live in distant villages. Ot very
crude estimates, this suggests a figure of around K500 per capita: it was
one of the more important sourc€s of cash incorne in the region but one
that was very unevenly distributed. Throughout the region, some income
was generated from wages and salaries, especially in villages such as
Dapera and Moroni, where the alternative of agricultural work became
virtually non-existent.
Total incomes in some of the mine-affected areas were quite
significant and far greater than before mine construction began' Cash
incomes were likely to be highest in the most seriously affected villages
such as Dapera, Moroni and Piruari, where compensation Payments were
higher than elsewhere and there was substantial access to mine-related
employment through contract work. However, this was offset by the
extremely limited access to agricultural land, and the need to purchase all
foodstuffs. Rural development has been substantially transformed by mine
operations, with the more rapid commercialisation of the rural economy
and the much greater dependence on income sources of various kinds.

As a result of social and economic change, Bougainvilleans are
much more mobile than hitherto.They also tend to consurne more storebought food rather than locally produced food (associating this habit with
increased status and prestige). Wage earning has become a more
acceptable permanent way of life (rather than a mere temporary adiunct to
rural production). Incorporation into a wider economy and society has
generally been welcomed by Bougainvilleans. It is unlikely that they
would be drawn towards increased self-sufficiency even if this were
possible.

Some of these changes have followed the expansion of the
education system and greater participation in this system at rising
educational levels. Since the start of the mining era, Papua New Guinea
has become independent and Bougainvilleans have gained many highlevel positions in the bureaucracy of the North Solomons and also in the
private sector. There is greater participation in many activities introduced
into Bougainville in the present century - commercial activities (nade
stores), education, religion, medicine, sporting activities etc. Better
communications, through radio and increasingly newspapers, have
emphasised these trends.

Panguna Mine
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Like other areas of Papua New Guinea, Bougainville also has
experienced an upsurge of various kinds of criminal activity, including
rape, assault, prostitution,'rascalism', alcohol abuse and traffic accidents,
during the mining era. Much of this is concentrated in the urban areas.
Since some criminal activities certainly have been committed by migrants,
the rise in crime is often blamed on the establishment of the mine
company and the substantial increase in the number of single young men.
The Panguna mine almost certainly has been the single most
important factor that contributed to change in Bougainville in the past
quarter of this century, both through its direct effects (on employment,
incomes, services and environmental damage) and through its indirect
contribution to national and provincial revenue. But these changes are
extraordinarily unevenly distributed - between villages like Dapera
(where little land remains), and villages a mountain ridge away (where
change has been minimal), and many other villages where change has had
both positive and negative effects that are difficult to quantify.
Compensation

By its very nature, mining udll be in conflict with the cultural
environment in which it operates, and land has been the most critical
element in negotiations for mine construction and in the operations of a
mine. Although compensation has been paid for land leased and for
environmental damage, debate has arisen over the extent of the damage
and level of compensation.
Increasingly, the absolute loss of land and the physical and
chemical impacts of mining on the environment became the most
important issues, as the sheer size of the hole and the volume of the
tailings became more and more apparent. Subsidiary issues were those
affecting village relocation and compensation payments, and the
availability of information from BCL of future mine development trends.

Higher levels of compensation and the introduction of new
categories of compensation did not allay landowner concerns that the
totals remained inadequate. In addition, payment of a significant amount
of compensation into the Road Mine Tailings Lease (RMTL) Trust Fund
diverted revenue away from the landowners. In the 1980s demands for
greater compensation and related assistance continued to increase in
volume and often met limited response. Concern also grew over the
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inadequate staffing of the mine liaison office in Panguna and the health
and welfare situation in Moroni village. Throughout the 1980s the backlog
of work on land disputes increased at the mine site, and with no
intermediate body betrreen BCL and the landowners, relations between
them deteriorated. A further issue was the long-standing problem of the

resettled Moroni villagers. In 1985 a rePort by the Provincial Health
Inspector on their conditions noted overcrowding, inadequate toilet
facilities, rotten housing, and the rusting and consequent lack of use of
BCL water tanks, and recommended that the village be relocated with BCL
assistance.

At the same time, new demands on the comPany were coming in
from other areas. Villagers at Miwaraka (south of the faba estuary and
outside the tailings lease area) presented a series of claims for crop
damage compensation. There were new compensation claims from Dapera

village for cemeteries damaged during relocation and for

undercompensated past damage to good subsistence and cash croPs'
Other claims were received from Guava and elsewhere. In August 1988,
the national goverrunent in Port Moresby announced that it would review
service provisions (including health and education) and pollution and
make an early decision on the relocation of Moroni. The decision to hold
an inquiry prompted a series of new concerns, mainly on the environment.

Environment

The issue that most concerned all villagers was the absolute
decline of land are4 as mining operations replaced agriculhrral land. This
was greatest in villages in the special mining lease area, notably those of
Dapera, Moroni and Piruari. Other issues, such as the perceived decline in
the productivity of land, affected villages throughout the region.
Ioss of land has almost completely destroyed the development
opportunities in villages such as Piruari. Tailings disposal has contributed
to the loss of land (and with it, sources of drinking water, timber etc.).
Deposition of tailings has blocked tributary systems, causing flooding and
the loss of fish and making access to some regions (especially the north
bank of the ]aba) difficult and dangerous. The area occupied by tailings is
much greater than people believed it would be and, in its most active area
of deposition, the river is now twenty times wider than in the pre'mine
era.

Panguna
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Experiments in revegetation have so far failed in terms of growth
of species of nutritional or commercial value. Neither the tailings area nor
the mine site can be restored to its original state. Villagers close to the
mine site continue to demand that their land be restored to its historic
condition after the closure of the mine. Not only would this be technically
impossible in many areas, and elsewhere prohibitively expensive, but
there is no likelihood of any significant revegetation Program continuing
beyond the life of the mine. In other words, village land that has been used
in the mining operations will not revert to land of any real economic or
social value to the villagers. In villages close to the mine, air pollution has
been a problem. Dust is apparent throughout the villages and houses in
areas close to the mine, and has contaminated drinking water.It is a new
phenomenon in rural Bougainville, where road traffic in the past had been
light and rain had reduced any possible dust problems.

A range of complaints in the mine-affected area and beyond
related to the disappointing performance of a number of cash crops
(especially cocoa) and food crops (especially bananas and several root
crops). Although most likely to be a result of overcropping or, in the case
of cocoa, little replanting, they are widely believed to be a result of
chemical pollution caused by the mine. Other concerns were the abrupt
disappearance of the fl)n.g fox population in the province in 1987 and the
appearance of diseased fish, a situation which again appears to have
begun about early 1988. The province's Premier, Ioe Kabui, has argued
that fish diseases are caused by BCL. Thus, a widespread view emerged
that the impact of BCL was much more Pervasive and harmful than was
previously contemplated.
More generally, there was growing concern that at the end of the
mine life, Bougainville would become a lifeless island, seared in the centre
by an enormous hole, with a barren Iaba flood plain and a new delta, and
its surrounding areas of land and sea depleted of wildlife and fish - useless
to the human population.

THE PANGUNA MINE IMPACT (2)
DIALOGUE WITH THE CHAIRMAN, BOUGAINVILLE
COPPER LIMITED'

I.G.

Mr Carmthers, I would like to explore with you the reasons for
what appears to be the unacceptability of CRA/BCL on
Bougainville in the North Solomons Province of Papua New
Guinea. When I first visited Bougainville in 1969, which was
three years before the mine came in to production, villagers were
indignant that mining had been allowed to start at all, at least in
their generation and without their permission and control. 'We
weep for what is being done to our land' was a frequently
quoted lament of the local women, traditionally the'controllers'
of the land in a matrilineal society.

Inevitably, as you have in the stripmining process dug a crater 4
square kilometres by 300 metres deep, reputedly the 'second
biggest hole in the world', and polluted beyond recognition a
minor river system, your company has also been criticised by
environmentalists. However, it now appears that leading
Bougainville politicians are themselves wanting to be involved in
'pint venture' mining on the island and even the Commander of

A-y

(BRA), Sam Kauona,
speaks expectantly of prospecting some eight mine sites in the

the Bougainville Revolutionary
province.

D.S.C.

Let me say first that Panguna is by no means the'second biggest
hole in the world'. There are a number of larger pits in North and
South America and the USSR.

But yes, the argument has shifted. It is interesting to see that
while there has been opposition expressed in Bougainville to the
Panguna mine, some Bougainvilleans have been searching for a
way to carry out exploration and mining themselves - and to

*

Transcript of an interview conducted by Professor |im Griffin of the
University of Papua New Guinea, and the Chairman of Bougainville
Copper Limited, Mr Don Carmthers.
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have been doing this with people who have no track record in
mining at all.
Some environmental degradation is inevitable in any mining, no

matter who does it. The essential thing is to minimise it, and
damage is more likely to be restricted if the resources of a
competent and experienced company are employed than
otherwise. While perhaps we could have done some things
differently, it is difficult for us to concede that another company
would have performed better overall.
The visual impact of the operation at present is probably the
worst it will ever be. After many years of research and
engineering, BCL was close to completing a tailings pipeline last
year, which, when completed, will allow revegetation of the
tailings disposal area in the |aba valley to commence. It is one of
the unfortunate aspects of the crisis that this work has been
interrupted, and the pipeline damaged.

I.G.

In

discussions

on mining in Papua New Guinea, issues do

become tangled. A horrified aesthetic reaction to strip mining in

a maiestic tropical setting as on Bougainville is, to my mind,
simply healthy. However, Papua New Guinea depends and will
continue to depend on mining revenues if it is to maintain even
the present level of government services. A former colleague of
mine recently wrote a paper with the title,'Let them eat theoq/,
which, I think, touches the quick of that problem. However,
mixed up with this is the continual allegation that BCL is making
excessive profits. This was behind the original demand by
Francis Ona for K10 billion [$A12.5 billion] compensation for the
landowners and the province. Even Papua New Guineans who
find this particular figure fanciful nevertheless believe that you
have done altogether too well. And then, even if that allegation is
satisfactorily refuted, there is the question of the distribution of
PNG's share of the profits between the national and provincial
governments and the landowners.

D.S.C.

Papua New Guinea depends and will continue to depend on
mining revenues for its viability. Before the closure of our mine,
BCL was conhibuting 17 per cent of budget revenue and some
almost 40 per cent of overseas earnings and was supporting the
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livelihood, directly and indirectly, of probably 30,000 people in
Bougainville.
Since it began production, BCL has generated K1.7 billion l$AZ.t
billionl in cash, of which 67 Wr cent, or two-thirds, has gone to
the Government of Papua New Guinea, the North Solomons
Provincial Government and landholders. Non-government
shareholders have received the other 33 per cent and a few of
those are Papua New Guinean residents. CRA, the original
project sponsor, has received 22 per cent. The North Solomons
has received 6 per cent, and the people there have been most
dissatisfied with this share. One should probably sympathise
with this view, but the distribution of these revenues has always
been a matter for the National Government, not the mining

company to determine.

There have been other substantial but less easily quantifiable
benefits through the 72,W0 employees BCL has trained,
including 1,000 tradesmery and the 300 graduates we sponsored
in PNG and overseas. Also, many people received training in the
businesses which depended on BCL's operation.

I.G.

I

can appreciate that you resent being seen as the cause of
problems which are tangential to mining as such. But is this
realistic? For example , in'1,969 the serious issues of secession had
emerged. You may remember that I said then that your company
was in the wrong place at the wrong time and that, if the
secession issue was not resolved before independence,
grievances over mining could only aggravate and precipitate the
issue in a way that would endanger the emergent state of Papua
New Guinea. In other words, the company's mere presence
made it a participant in this political imbroglio.

D.S.C. At least it's a relief to CRA/BCL that you see us as a catalyst
rather than the cause. I think you expressed the view last yearl
that civil rebellion, inter-ethnic friction and sentiment for
secession existed in the North Solomons before CRA entered in
that as it may, CRA was encouraged to prospect by the
Australian Adminisbation which probably did not foresee

l9&.k

1

In the Financinl Raieu,30 March

1989.
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would be true to say that the
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today's problems.

I

think

it

administrators who took the stirrings of secession at all seriously
believed that mining and multiplier effects would promote PNG
nationalism rather than separatism. This was generally true of
joumalists and academics too, and we did extensively seek

expert advice as to how to moderate our impact and make
ourselves acceptable. In the early years the proiect was seen, not
only by the Administration, but also later by the Government of
Papua New Guinea as a way of giving the emerging nation the
income to become financially viable. I think you can imagine the
criticism BCL would have incurred if it had adopted attitudes
unacceptable to [the] government.

I.G.

I

think, also gave you to understand that
independence would not come at least until the 1980s or later.
Both the 1967 mining agreement and your general strategy

Your advisers,

would have been shaped by that understanding. If I may say so, I
have always marvelled that CRA could have been so niive.
D.S.C.

At least i(s a change to be called ndive rather than devious or
insensitive. As I understand it, the view in C-anberra and Port
Moresby was that independence was unlikely much before 1990,
and that we would be dealing with an administration that would
uphold the 1967 agreement. However, with the thought in mind
that affairs might move more rapidly than anyone was
forecasting, we asked for the agreement to be ratified by the
House of Assembly. It is also fair to say that during the
negotiation of the agreement, Frank Espie consistently
maintained that he wanted an agreement which would be seen
as satisfactory by the first Prime Minister of an independent
Papua New Guinea.

I.G.

Many of us thought the 1967 agreement was too generous with a
protracted tax holiday provided until the 1980s. You have been
accused of having anticipated the high copper prices of the early
1970s

and the deregulation of gold. Sir Val Duncan of your

parent company, Rio Tinto Zinc, probably made this credible by
continually calling Bougainville, even in the sixties, 'the brightest
jewel in RTZ's crown'. You made nearly $A150 million profit on
a $400 million investment in your first full year of operation.
That in the popular mind did not enhance your company's
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reputation for frank disclosure. The fact that not one Papua New
Guinean, let alone a Bougainvilleary was a signatory to that
agreement also made some of us think that with self-govemment
it would look 'colonial' and would be renegotiated. This
happened in7974.

D.S.C. Unfortunately that is a superficial point of view and

is

determined by hindsight. CRA took all the risks on exploration
and feasibility and in 1965, without any precedent, voluntarily
offered the Administration a 20 per cent equity to be held on

behalf of Papua New Guinea if and when the proiect was
committed. That voluntary offer has still not been matched
anywhere else in the world. It must also be remembered that
$A400 million represents $A2 billion in today's values.

We could not have anticipated the substantial copper price rise
any more than we did its subsequent collapse. In the case of
gold, its price rose as a result of widespread world inflation in
the 1970s - again, which could not have been predicted in 7967.
The bonanza of 1973-74 in one sense did us a disservice and
created a false impression. That profit has never subsequently
been equalled, and in fact, the profit has been as low as K11
million in two years. Let me be emphatic that if the tax regime
introduced by the renegotiatio^ of 1974 had bcen anticipated in
1967, there would have been no Bougainville mine then.

I.G.

I seem to recall that Sir Val Duncan in 1974 was sufficiently
disillusioned to proposition Mr Whitlam, then Prime Minister of
Australia, to subsidise the nationalisation of the mine. Was this a
serious proposition? Whitlam, of course, would not buy in and
BCL has, in spite of the renegotiation, made reasonable profits.
Do you think you could have done better with your capital?

D.S.C. I am sorry, I

have no knowledge of any such proposal. I don't
believe that CRA was so inclined. The CRA pmple felt a genuine
responsibility to Papua New Guinea, and of course, had a strong
emotional investment in what they had built. Their attitude was

to do the best they could with the renegotiation. In terms of
whether we could have done better with the capital, the question
is so hypothetical that I have never given it any thought.
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I.G.

If compensation and irint ownership were the cmcial issues as
far as Bougainvilleims were concerned, it would appear that
Australian policy of the 1960s was quite illdirected and
prejudiced your standing from the beginning. For example, in
1966 the then Minister for External Territories, Charles Barnes,
visited Bougainville and told astonished villagers that, while
their traditional land would yield astronomical riches, they
themselves would have to be content with damage compensation
and spinoff benefits. Minerals belonged to the State of Papua
New Guinea. Even occupation fees had not been offered at that
stage and the Australian Administration bitterly opposed the
struggle of the Iocal MHA, Paul Lapun, for even 5 per cent of the
ltl+ per cent royalties to go to landowners. When in 1969 the
Rorovana and Arawa villagers firmly opposed the resumption of
part of their land for a port and town site, Prime Minister Gorton
allowed CRA/BCL to negotiate directly with villagers. They
were paid substantially more than the Australian Administration
had envisaged and the matter appeared to be resolved. Did they
remain satisfied? Would it have been better of CRA had been
allowed to negotiate directly from the start?

D.S.C.

By and large, I think the agreement with the Rorovanans worked
reasonably well, although I believe it was due to be renegotiated

at the time the crisis blew up. Acquisition of land was solely the
responsibility of the Administration, and expatriates were
explicitly excluded from such transactions. This policy was
intended, at least partly, for the protection of the local people.
But it was also designed to avoid excessive compensation being
paid and setting precedents that would impact on other, less
capital-intensive activities. The Papua New Guinea Government
has maintained a policy of trying to limit compensation
payments for the same reason.

I.G.

But the landowners have been most dissatisfied with

the

compensation paid.

How much have you paid and to how many people and over
what period of time? How much were'one-off' payments? lct
me take one example. A number of villages had to be relocated to
make way for the mine. Modern houses were provided in place
of traditional bush-material dwellings. Some villagers have not
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been able to maintain these houses and subsequently, they say,

have lived in substandard conditions on the land of their
ancestors. Don't you think BCL ought to have provided ongoing
maintenance in such cases? Or, to put it more generally, don't
you think BCL has an obligation to provide long-term comfort
for people it has displaced? I have the impression that BCL's
Village Relations section may have gone to sleep in the 1980s.

D.S.C. With the granting of the special mining lease and start of
construction in \969, the number of claims for compensation
escalated astronomically, and the Warden's Court could not
handle them. The Public Solicitor became involved, representing
the landowners, and a schedule of agreed rates was arrived at for
occupancy, crops and fishing rights.
The occupation fee was set a $A16 per hectare, later increased to
K25, the area of the leases being 13,000 hectares. Although these
rates were far higher than anything else that had been paid in the
country, I have no doubt that some people were not satisfied
with them.

By 1979 there were expectations of a substantial increase in
compensation rates. The Panguna landholders formed
themselves into an association for negotiations. The ValuerGeneral reset capihal values for BCL leasehold land, an an
entirely new agreement was negotiated with landholder
representatives covering compensation for occupation, physical
disturbance, social inconvenience, bush, rivers and fish, crops
and relocation. In addition, provision was made for some of the

money to be paid into
landholder trustees.

a trust fund to be administered

by

Under the new agreement, compensation averagd a little more
than one million kina a year in the early 1980s, rising to two
million in 1989. The agreement in fact was renegotiated in 198F
86, and was due for renegotiation again this year.

I.G.

Circumstances do change and require flexible responses. For
example, population growth - and the North Solomons would
have at least a 3.2 per cent growth rate Per annum - reduces the
value of fixed compensation levels. Should some provision have

been made

for this? Or, more obviously: with new mining
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in other provinces in the offing and land occupiers in
those areas and their provincial governments getting better
deals, shouldn't BCL have anticipated that North Solomonese
would seek comparable benefits and even comPen:;ation for
benefits foregone when it had the only operational mine in the
country? After all, militant action began in 1988 when Francis
Ona and his supporters despaired of any further negotiations
bearing fruit.
projects

D.S.C. It should be remembered that there were a number of critical
ingredients of the trouble which erupted in 1988 over which the
company had little or no control.
One of these was disputation among the Panguna landholders
about the distribution of the compensation money among
themselves. Disputes over land are very common, but are
usually (although not always) contained or accommodated by a

process of negotiation and trade-off. The size of the
compensation payments, however, escalated the stakes, and
some people (including Francis Ona) were highly dissatisfied
with the way the money was being distributed by the recipients.
We really did not understand the situation well enough, or
recognise that the emergence of a new, better educated
generation would present problems. I do believe we can be
blamed for not being more conscious of these issues, although
what we could have done about them,I'm not completely sure.
second factor was the escalation of expectations of increased
income from the mine for the province and the landholders
during the election campaigns of '1987 and 1988. The so<alled
'new'Panguna Landowners Association, of which Francis Ona
was secretary, was formed at this time, and I am sure that the
members were caught up in this escalation of expectations.

A

A third issue, of course, not unrelated to the second, was the
disagreement between the national and provincial governments
about their relative shares of income from the mine.

I.G.

One way in which local villagers might have been mollified
would have been discriminatory provision of employment by
BCL and assistance in business development. However, two
conunon complaints have been the failure of BCL to employ
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enough North Solomonese and competition

agencies allegedly

to the

detriment

in business by its

of the small

local

businessman.

Are these complaints just? I hear contradictory complaints: 'BCL
should stick to iust mining' and 'BCL should provide more
services to local people and development'. Have guidelines ever
been provided to demarcate how BCL should or should not be
involved with the local community?

D.S.C. The company and the Papua New Guinea Government

saw

Bougainville Copper as an operation for the country as a whole.
For this reason it was felt that employment opportunities should
be available for people throughout the country, with the main
criterion being suitability for the job. As it turned out, about 30
per cent of employees were Bougainvilleans - which represented
a considerable discrimination in their favour.
BCL did stick to mining.
There was considerable effort put into business advisory services
for local people, but this led to few successes.

I.G.

There is provision in the 1974 agrc'ement for a seven-year review
to 'consider in good faith whether it is continuing to operate
fairly to each of the parties and with a view further to dirussing

in good faith any problems arising from its practical operation'.
In other words, 1981 and 1988 should have seen either
expressions of satisfaction with the sfafus quo or further
renegotiation. Yet nothing happened, even though in 1981 all
four North Solomons MPs were in government and Father [fohnl
Momis, the regional Member, was numhr three in Cabinet. Did
BCL feel that renegotiation was called for on either occasion or
make any offer? Opportunities were lost on both occasions to
forestall grave discontent but this has never been satisfactorily
explained.

D.S.C.

There is provision in the 1974 agreement for it to be reviewed
every seven years 'with a view to considering in good faith
whether it is continuing to operate fairly to each of the parties
and with a view further to discussing in good faith any problems
arising from its practical operation'.
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In 1981 both the goverrunent and the company had some issues
on taxation which they felt should be discussed. The government
also wanted to talk about studies on smelting and hydro power,
and some additional controls, while the company had
exploration and the standard of some government services on
the agenda.

However, the main issue was the role of the Provincial
Government. BCL felt strongly that the Provincial Government
should be involved

in the review, in view of the growing

pressures for a larger share of the revenue, while the government
representatives maintained that as the agreement was with the
National Government, there was no basis for the involvement of
the province. Largely because of this impasse, the discussions

fizzled out.
Another review was due in 1988, and the company felt that there
were a number of things which needed to be discussed. because
by then the agreement had been unchanged since 1974. % we
advised the govemment in late 1987 that we were ready for a
review, and again recommended that the Provincial Government
participate formally.

I believe some work was done by government departments in
preparation for a review, but it did not take place by the time the
goverrunent had changed in mid-year, and then before the new
goverrunent could prepare itself, the crisis blew up.

I.G.

Among many serious accusations in recent years made against
the company, two stand out for their scurrility if they are not
true. One concerns transfer pricing. In my own inexpert way, I
made inquiries about the feasibility of this some twen$r years
ago.I was assured it was not possible if proper surveillance was
maintained. However, Father Momis has accused BCL of 'salting
away' some K60 million a year by this process. The other
extraordinary accusation was by a spokesman for the Catholic
Commission of Peace and fustice last year, stating that BCL had
been responsible for the deaths of some 100 people. As such
'deaths' have never been reported, I am at a loss to know what
could have been meant and why such allegations are so
recklesslv made.

&
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was simply not possible. It is sometimes
D.S.C. Transfer pricing
-that
every aspect of the company's operations and
forgotten
business was subject

to checking by the relevant government

departrnents - including sales of the company's output' BCL was
soimportant to the economy, and to the governmenfs revenue,I

can assure you the checking was most assiduous. In fact, the
possibility of suspicion of transfer pricing was prominent in the
minds of the earty management, who were at pains to negotiate
sales contracts with as many completely independent smelters as
possible. These arrangements were directly between BCL and the
imelters. The contracts, and BCL's performance under them,
were completely transparent and were scrutinised by the
government.
There were also accusations

in early

1989 that we were secretly

shipping out gold from periodic clean-up of the ball mills. There
wai-noihing secret about it - as attested by the government
departmenti. fne people who have made these accusations have
preferred not to check back with the authorities'

of

course, the accusations of BCL

killing people are completely

untrue and plainly scurrilous. I am not even comPletely
what is meant by them. If the implication is that people

sure
diect

because of environmental impact or something, again this is
quite false. For example, BcL has never used toxic chemicals in
iis process - an accusation which has been made on occasion'

In fact, the mine and its access had brought an unPrecedented
increase in prosperity to the area, which supported a large
natural increase in the local population, together with a better
diet and better access to health and education facilities'

I.G.

Even if peace negotiations between the Papua _New Cuinea
Governrnent and those in power in the North solomons are
successful, it is going to be extremely difficult to get at least the
landowners and supporters of the Bougainville Revolutionary
Army to accept the ieturn of BCL, whatever about the rest of the
Nortlh Solomonese. Fairly or unfairly, BCL is perceived as the
vehicle of their woes which have now been compounded by
armed conflict and general physical suffering. (I use the word
oehicle rather than source because that appears to be the colonial
integration of the North solomons with Papua New Guinea.) Yet,
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if the Panguna mine is to be restarted, the return of BCL is not
only the effective way to do it, but there must be serious
international investment problems for Papua New Guinea as a
whole if BCL is not allowed to do so. May I ask finally if you see
BCL's unpopularity as a result of what one of my Rorovana
friends called your'merciless intrusion' in the sixties and your
inability/failure to meet local expectations; or do you see most of
the problems you have faced as endemic to mining in Papua
New Guinea?

D.S.C.

it will be difficult for BCL to gain acceptance
for resumption of operations, but I think this is an issue to be
I acknowledge that

addressed by a number of parties - not just by BCL.

Firstly, the Panguna landholders, where the problem started.
They have had serious disputes among themselves, and need to
settle these no matter who operates the mine. It rnay be better
'the devil they know'. After all, there was reasonable co+xistence

between them and the company

for many years until

expectations were raised in 1987.

Second, the Provincial Government whose main argument, I
suspect, has been with the National Government rather than
with the company. I realise that the Provincial Government
would like to own a large part of the company - but if they really
look at the earnings record, they will realise that the pickings

were very lean

for the owners in a

number

of

years.

Governments need more assured earnings than this.

Thirdly, the populace at large in the North Solomons. Of course,
they would like to see more financial benefits everywhere in the
province, but this is an issue they need to resolve among
themselves and with the National Government.

And fourthly, the National Government, which administers the
mining law and has responsibilities to the country as a whole.
The issue is that all these groups would like more from the
operation. Okay, but the greatest amount is provided by the
most efficient operator, and there have been few who have
challenged BCL's efficiency. The other way they can get more is
to reduce the 33 per cent going to the non-government
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shareholders - but this way lies the law of diminishing t€hlrns,
and the adverse effect on new investors.

I realise that there is a lot of face involved, but I trust that when
they think it through, they will give BCL another chance.

PART

III

AUSTRATIAN INTERESTS

BOUGAINVILLE AND NATIONAL UNITY
Ric Smith*
The Aushalian Government's interest in developments in
Bougainville long predates the present crisis and even, of course, Papua
New Guinea's independence.
I do not intend to go into the history of the issue, but rather to
discuss about the way we have approached it as the present crisis has
emerged in the last year and a half or so. But I shall begin by putting the
subject in context.

In 1975, on the eve of Papua New Guinea's independence, the
Australian Government took the position that Papua New Guinea should
come to independence as one country in accordance with the wishes of the
overwhehning maiority of the countr;/s elected representatives, and that
we would give no sympathy or support to any group in Papua New
Guinea wishing to undermine the unity of the nation. This remains the
basis of Australia's position today.
Our guiding principle as the Bougainville issue has re-emerged
and developed into crisis proportions again has been that the dispute is an
internal matter for Papua New Guinea, one that the PNG Government
should resolve for itself without outside involvement. While providing
indirect support for the National Government - as part of our ongoing aid
and defence cooperation programs - the Australian Government has made
it absolutely clear that it would not intervene in the dispute, and has not
been asked to do so.

This said, we have obviously had some very legitimate and
tangible concerns about the effect of developments in Bougainville. We
were concerned, of course, about the impact on Australian investrnents in
Bougainville, particularly the Bougainville Copper Limited (BCL) mine,
but also on investments in plantations and in other aspects of the
province's commercial life. We also had some very real concerns, as the

*

First Assistant Secretary, Australian Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade, Canberra.
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conflict developed and the violence escalated, about the welfare of
Australian residents and other expatriates for whom we have accepted
consular responsibility - a total of some 2,000 people in 1989.
We pursued our interests in these areas through close dialogue
with the PNG Government and with major investors having commercial
interests in Bougainville, and with the Australian community there. The
latter was done by maintaining a presence of two or three officers from the

Australian High Commission on Bougainville almost continuously for
most of 1989 and early 1990.

Our consular responsibilities have, in fact, loomed large. As early
we first cautioned Australians not to travel to Bougainville,
and then on 24 |anuary 1990, we upgraded this waming to advise all
Australians without essential reasons for staying there to leave as soon as
practicable. That warning was reiterated a number of times in the
following week.
as June 1989,

We did not issue those consular warnings lightly, as we were very
conscious of the effects on people's lives and livelihoods, and of the effect

on business in Bougainville. But faced with what we recognised as a
dangerous or, at best, unpredictable situation, and concerned about the
possibility of suspension of Air Niugini flights at short notice, we felt we
had no choice but to urge most Australians to leave. In the event, the great
majority did leave. We retained the High Commission's presence on the
island until 15 March - then, having upgraded our advice to say that all
Australians should leave as soon as possible, our own staff returned to
Port Moresby.

In all of this, it was made very clear - including in

public

statements by the Prime Minister, Mr Bob Hawke, and Foreign Affairs
Minister, Senator Evans - that the only circumstances in which Australia
would contemplate military intervention in Bougainville would be those
in which it was necessary for the purpose of evacuating and securing the

safety of Australian citizens. One reason we were anxious to reduce the
number of Aushalians was to reduce the scale and complexity of any
Australian Defence Force'supported evacuation exercise. There are now
only some thirty or so well-established Australians known to be left on
Bougainville.

Notwithstanding the Australian Government's fairly carefully
defined position over these critical months, there has been a perception

Australian
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that somehow Aushalia has been more involved in Bougainville than
I am aware, for instance, that the Bougainville Revolutionary
(BRA)
Army
spokesmen have accused Australia of being in some way
responsible for the crisis on Bougainville. That is not a charge that we
necessary.

accept.

We have, of course, continued our programs of financial aid and
support to the PNG National Government through our economic aid
program and also through our defence cooperation program. But that
support has been provided under long-established arrangements and has
generally been directed to country-wide programs.

Some assistance has been provided specifically in relation to
Bougainville, including some tents to help accommodate displaced
villagers. The four Iroquoi helicopters were provided in response to the
PNG Defence Force's (PNGDF) general interest in developing greater
capacity for mobility in Bougainville. The helicopters, as we have said
often, were provided under closely defined conditions of use. We
monitored the application of those conditions as best we could, and the
PNG Government gave assurances that they were being met. The point to
be made here, as Senator Evans has said, is that when a properly
constituted and elected government asks for assistance to deal with a
violent movement which is seeking to destabilise the nation, and their talk
strategies have failed, we are bound to try to respond helpfully.

It is ironic that while concern has been expressed by some who
have felt that Australia was too involved in Bougainville, others have
suggested that we may not have done enough. I am reluctant at this stage
to speculate about what the Australian Government might have done, but
I would iust reiterate the view which our Govcrnment has taken: that
Bougainville is Papua New Cuinea's problem, and that Papua New
Guinea's own leaders have made it very clear that they want to solve it
their way. We accept and respect that position.
While we have not sought to be involved, it is no secret that we
have had cause to express concern about reports of excesses and human
rights abuses by the PNG Defence Force in Bougainville. Senator Evans
took up these reports with Papua New Guinea's Prime Minister, Mr
Rabbie Namaliu, in fanuary 7990, as has Mr Hawke since. It has been
reassuring that the PNG Govemment is no less concerned than we, and
has investigated some reports and undertaken to continue its
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investigations of others. And, of course, abuses have been reported as
being perpetrated by the militants as well.

The Australian

Government welcomed

the

ceasefire

announcement between militant and government forces at the end of
February, and has made known that once a durable settlement has been
reached, it stands ready to assist in the reconstruction and rehabilitation of
Bougainville where it possibly could. But again, we have not sought nor
been asked to play a role in the negotiation process, and we accept that we
are not likely to be. Senator Evans has stated clearly his view that we carry
too much baggage to be able to play a role - baggage that results from our
past as the colonial power, from Aushalian commercial interests in BCL,
and from the aid support that we have given, and will continue to give, to
the PNG National Government and the PNGDF.

Turning now to the longer-term implications of developments in
Bougainville, we are also concemed about the effects of the apParent
diminution of the authority of the PNG National Government, the
economic costs for Papua New Guinea, the possible erosion of investor
confidence, and so on.

The Bougainville crisis will obviously require

economic

adjustments for Papua New Guinea. Coping with the closure of the mine
would have been difficult under any circumstances. Coming on toP of the
earlier fall in commodity prices, it will be especially difficult to cope with,
and of course, the destruction of the plantation economy in Bougainville
has added to the problem.It is generally reckoned that it will be at least
three years, possibly more, before the Papua New Guinea economy
recovers from these blows, and that such recovery will depend on other
mineral resource proiects coming on stream as planned. In the meantime,
the decline in growth and the impact on Papua New Guinea's external
accounts will make for difficult times ahead for the country.

In the light of these economic difficulties, the PNG C,overnment
has asked Australia to maintain the real value of its budgetary support in
and 1990-91, by providing an additional $A20 million in aid for
of those two fiscal years. We are, of course, sympathetic to Papua

1989-90

each

New Guinea's problems. But before taking any decisions, the Aushalian
Government will want to assess the impact of Papua New Guinea's
austerity measures and the outcorne of its consultations with international
financial institutions. This will provide a basis for us to make a iudgement
about Papua New Guinea's needs and to consider the extent of any
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Australian participation in a coordinated multilateral response. The World
Bank consultative gFoup meeting will discuss Papua New Guinea's needs
in May in Singapore, and the current intention is that Australia's response
to Papua New Guinea's request will be made in that context.l
Whatever assistance is provided will, of course, be additional to
the $A275 million worth of budget support aid and $A20 million worth of
proiect aid to which we are already committed for Papua New Guinea in
1990. A substantial proportion of our proiect aid goes to helping the Papua
New Guinea police. We agreed in fanuary to increase that support. As
well, we retain a substantial commitment to assisting Papua New Guinea's

security forces through the defence cooperation program and will be
giving continued thought to ways of ensuring this assistance is used most
effectively in meeting the contemporary needs of the PNGDF.

'1.

Eilitar's note:The consultative group eventually granted Papua New
Guinea about $.{900 million in aid (this includes Australian budget
and proiect aid) in recognition of Papua New Guinea's efforts at fiscal
restraint and at maintaining economic stability in the midst of the'
Bougainville crisis.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA.AUSTRALIA TODAY

Mafthew Neuhaus*
Papua New Guinea has now enilyed nearly fifteen years as a
democratic and relatively prosperous independent nation. For any
developing crcuntr5r, this is not a bad record, although Papua New Guinea
does face problems. While talk of a minerals boom has always been
overstated, Papua New Guinea does have substantial resources which are
beginning to be developed. Aside from the Bougainville mine, all other
mairr projects have remained on course.They include:

.
.

Ok Tedi, with over $.4'1,000 million invested. The mine is
now beginning to make returns on that investment;
Misima (gold and silver), which began production in May
1989;

.

Porgera (gold). expected to be producing

in

September

1990;

.
.

Iagifu (oil), showing good prospects; and
Hides (gas), which is now in production.

Papua New Guinea has a population of about 4 million. In the
Highlands, in particular, it has a vigorous capitalistoriented, although still
largely unsophisticated, population. It has an extensive plantation system
(coffee, copra) and substantial tropical timber resources. It is also well
located in the economically expanding South-East Asia-Pacific region.

Main Problems
Papua New Guinea's main problem is the diversity of its people. It
has more than 700 language groups, and significant ethnic divisions. One
of the root causes of the Bougainville dispute is the discord between the

Bougainvillean'black-skins' and the imported'red-skin' workers from

*

Former Second Secretary, Australian High Commissiory
Moresby.

Port
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other parts of the country. Other tensions arising from diversity include
that between the Highlands'peoples and Papuans in Port Moresby. It is
best to recognise this problem and seek solutions to it, rather than pretend
it does not exist. It requires some form of devolution of power to a more
local (i.e. provincial level).

Another mapr problem is the nature of its government and
political system, largely infteritea from Australia. Papua"New Guinea has
a very cumbersome and complicated constitution which cannot be
amended easily to take account of new realities. It has not developed a
strong party system. This means that individual politicians tend to be
opportunistic and, facing heavy financial demands from their electorates,
are susceptible to economic inducements. When combined with a system
which allows frequent votes of no confidence, this contributes to political
instability.
Papua New Guinea has also inherited an expensive and inefficient
bureaucratic system from Australia. The bulk of the bureaucracy, centred
in Port Moresby, is physically isolated from the rest of the country.

The third mapr problem is economic. The country is facing a
population growth of up to 3 per cent a year. It cannot afford to provide
sufficient education, health and other social services and has not come to
grips with the need to provide occupations for half-educated young
people. For example, little has yet been done to encourage villageJevel
crafts persons.

Hence, there is

a growing youth

unemployment and 'rascal,

problem in the urban areas. In turn, this has led to an increasing law and
order problem. Police are generally undereducated and underpaid, poorly
housed and consequently are affected by low morale.

'Rascal' gangs have become involved in violent exchanges
between political groups (i.e. in Lae), thus making maintenance of law and
order by police even more difficult. Tribal fighting is still a serious
problem in the Highlands, without effective government control. But the
situation can be turned around with determined cooperation between the
local authorities and investors (e.g. cooperation between the provincial
government, police and Placer company in Enga Province).
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Australia-PNG Relations

What is Australia's role in all of this? We should above all
recognise that Papua New Guinea is a sovereign, independent nation
whJse political leadership has to take the responsibility of grappling with
its problems.

Equally, though, we should remember that Australia is Papua
New Guinea'r nearesi neighbour and biggest investor. There is a large
Australian population in Papua New Guinea (about 30,m0). We have a
real interesi in developmenb there. The stability of Papua New Guinea
has implications for regional stability and security. It is in our interest to
maintain close relations with Papua New Guinea.
Australia is committed to mutual support under the joint
Declaration of Principles framework signed in December 7987, in a nonpaternalistic way. Wb are committed to continue our suPPort of Papua
i.Iew Guinea in ireas of mutually identified concerns, including continued
aid (moving budget aid towards proiect aid); riot squad training fo1 the
Papua New Guinea police; secondary scholarship scheme; and defence
cooperation. Other support involves exchanges in the public service.
Recent events in Bougainville were catalysed between old
landowners, who had benefited from the mining agreement \Mith
Bougainville Copper Limited GCL) and a new generation' led by Francis
ona, who felt th-ey had not been sufficiently catered for. Their willingness
to resort to violence in the pursuit of their demands illustrates a new trend
in the South Pacific genetally. Bougainville has shown the weaknesses of
the central govern*ent in imposing authority, and the limitations of the
PNG Defenie Force in imposing order. Some political settlement will be
necessary and it is not for Australia to preiudge the issues.
The Future
Management of the relationship between Aushalia and Papua
New Guinea will get more challenging and complex, not easier. we will
have to work actively to maintain the links, but it is in our commercial and
strategic interests to do so.
Despite sensitivities, there is still a lot of goodwill in Papua New

Australia, particularly at the person-to-person level.
Companies and individuils have to be alert to the risks as well as

Guinea

foi

Australian
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opportunities in Papua New Guinea. large business concerns in particular
need to develop good political links, especially at the grassroots and
provincial levels, to ensure that their enterprises run smoothly. At the
goverrunent-to-government level, Australia is targeting its support to
those institutions which underpin the nation-state, so that it can be seen to
be carrying out effective and important functions in nraintaining national
unity and development. We are committed to a relationship that is for the
long term.

APPENDICES

CHRONOLOGY OF THE CURRENT
BOUGAINVILLE CRISIS

llarch

1988

Nov 1988

f)'elegation.

of 1ew PI.A presents petition to BCL with new

compenlnuon demancls.

Francis ona walks out of a meeting organised to disorss a
report on environmental pollution in-Pan-guna, and retreats to
the bush.

22

Nov 1988

Explosives stolen from Panguna mine.

25

Nov 1988

Ona demands K10 billion compensation, dosure of mine and
secession of Bougainville from PNG.

25

Nov 1988

Militant landowners begin

a

campaigt of sabotage.

Jan 1989

Curfew imposed; old PLA leader Matthew Kove kidnapped
and allegedly killed.

Feb 1989

Memorandum of aqreemmt between National Govemment,
NSP Government aid Police to scale down police action in
Bougainville.

21

Mardr 1989

May 1989

PNG Government sends security forces to assist Bougainville

polie

to contain violence.

Militant landowners ecalate guerilla activities.
Prime Minister Nanaliu offers truce and immunity from
prcecution to Ona.
NSP S€lect Committee issue report (Bika RePort) on
Bougainville situation, calling for firll provincial autonomy
(see-page E3).

15

May 1989

Curfew lifted; BCL mine dooed indefinitely.

18

May 1989

PNG Government tightms security on Bougainville.

20June 1989

Deputy Prime Minister Diro issues stateurent outlawing BRA.

25 June 1989

State of Emergmcy com€s

August 1989

Docesan priests

S€pt 1989

Talks between

of

into effect on Bougainville.

Bougainville issue statement on

Bougainvilli situation; call foireconciliation.

Daveona

ltime Minster Namaliu,

NSP ltemier Kabui,

and Ona's sister Cecilia Gemel; memo of

understanding to be signed 12 September.

BCL mine reopened briefly; shut down again after shots fired
at BCL personnel.
11 Sept 1989

Nasioi MP fohn Bika murdered; sigmng memo of
understandin g cancelled.

22 Sept 1989

PNG Government offers K200,000 reward for capture of Ona.
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Nov 1989

Jan 1990

Ona rejects PNG Governrnmt'peace package'.

Amnesty International reporb incidents
abuses

liy PNG security forces.

of htrman rights

Expatriate residmb on Bougainville begin evacuation.
12 Jan 1990
2

March 1990

State of Emergency extended for further two months; and
'Operation Foolloose'launched as an all-out war against BM.
Ceasefire agreement between security forces of PNG and BRA

into;ffect.
Dialogue between BRA and PNG Government
facilitated by a'think tank'of neutral parties.
come3

15

March 1990

May 1990

ensues,

PNG security forces withdraw from Bougainville.

Francis Ona and BRA indicate

to PNG

Government

willingness to hold talks.
PNG Government offers greater autonomy to North Solomons
and presents new initiativ"es for negotiatioirs.
7 May 1990

PNG Government imposes selective embargo on goods and
services to NSP.

17

May 1990

Unilateral declaration of independence of Bougainville issued
by Ona.

29

July 1990

Talks beein on board New Zealand naw ship Endenaour
between irilitant leaders and PNG Governinent.

5

August 1990

A preliminary

accord between PNG Government and rebels,
neiotiated between Foreign Minister Sir Midrael Somare and
Bo"ugainvillean representitive Joseph Kabui; the agreement
resto=res governmeht services to Bouhainville, but discussion of
Bougainiille's political status defened.

EXTRACT FROM THE NORTH SOLOMONS
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT PROVINCIAL
SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT ON TTIE
BOUGAII{WLLE CRISIS, MAY 1989
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

North Solomons to be granted state government under the PNG constihrtion with
full powers to manage all its political administrative and economic affairs
induding finance, taxation, foreign trade, potce, regiskations, laws and all public
services except defence, currency, foreign exdrange, and foreign policy. PNG to
adopt a federal governmmt system.
The province to retain
and indirect taxes.

75Vo

of allrevenues generated in the province through direct

All

taxation powers to be decentralised. Province topay 25% of
revenues to national government to help develop other provinces. This to apply to

all province. This is very important for the long-term solution to the Bougainville
problem and for national unity.

PA application procdures should be dranged to recognise the sovereignty of a
Melanesian society (the dan) over its territory. PA should be issued only with
consent from landowners and the Provincial Government and only to persons or
companies acceptable to the landowners and provincial governmmt.
5.

Compensation should recognise the importanc€ of land to current and future
generations of the landowning clan.

4.

There should be no foreign ownership of land in PNG.
BCL mining can continue provided the BCA [Bougainville mining agreement

with

PNG Governmentl is renegotiated in favour of the landowneni and the province
and is seen as an agreement betwc€n landowners, the provincial government and
the national governmert.
6.

Mining should continue provided it is controlled by the provincial government

7.

BCL PAs should be cancelled.

8.

The package should

indude construction of Panguna-Koropobi section of the road
and upgrading and sealing of the Koropobi-Siara road both with bridges.
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9.

The package should include the provinces comnunication network tnduding the
radio station and a telephone network for rural areas'

10.

Health and education facilities in other parts of the provine should be induded.

11.

BCL should only be involved

"12.

BCL and the government to give financial, technical and management support
there to be meaningful local participation in business.

13.

More emphasis must be placed on localisation of management positions. A

in mining milling and marketing of minerals and
(directly
or indirectly) in other business activities that
should not be involved
compete with local peoPle.

foi

timetable should be set, say 5 years.

14.

To clearly state that royalty and NRRF [rlon-Renewable Resources Fund] are based
on total mineral sale not iust copper.

15.

Royalty to be dishibuted 10%

in

cash

to

landowners, 57o on landowners'

community projects, and 5% invested for future generations'

"1.6.

Reject equity offer

in favour of

increase

in special support Grant to 5% of total

mineral sales.

77.

Iaws should be changed to recognis€ the Melanesian concePt of the value of lan4
the ownership of land and other resources (induding minerals), and comPensation.

18.

Some compensation to be paid to landowners in lieu of the K10 billion kina
demanded. For non-landowners establish a trust fund to be used for agriculhrral
development but also to help communal projects e.g. schools and youth activities.

79.

Theproblem ofsquatters to be addressed by
(1) legislation making squatting a crime'
(2) legislation to conhol the freedom of movement.
(3) compulsory housing for all employees.
(4) compulsory repatriation at termination of employment.
(5) increase penalties

for trespassing on other people's and Sovernment property.

(5) abolition of labour recnriting system.

(7) employment offices
Bougainvillean applicants.
Bougainville.

in the province pardcularly
No recruitment of

BCL to process only

non-Bougainvilleans from within
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(8) abolish squatter settlements.

20.

To address theplantation problem by
(1) conbol on labourers and repatriation after exPiry of contract.
(2) provision of good accommodation
(3) labourers should not

in plantations.

mter villages unnecessarily.

(4) return of undeveloped freehold land to people.
(5) stop freehold land.
(5) address People's
(7)

right to build their own houses.

deenhalise all land powers to Provincial Government

27.

To establish a separatepolice force for the province.

22.
23.

lncrease Special Support Grant to 5% of total mineral sales in lieu of equity'

National Government

to

employ professionals

to carry out

environmental

monitory of BCL.

24.

land powers should

25.

Project development should ensure that landowners meaningfully participate in

be decenhalised to provinces.

the development gmerated.

26.

Decentsalisepowers and functions of mineralsand energy'

27.

All PAs over

28.
29.

A separate provincial publicservice shotrld be established.

30.

The government to appoint a mediator to conduct fresh elections for the Panguna
L,andowners Association. That land title holder becomes the dan. Each dan to be

the Island should be given to the Provincial Government.

Make laws to put value on unimproved value of land based on estimated mineral
reservE retrosPective to commencement of ocqlPancy.

registered as a corporate entity to avoid present problem of title holder receiving
all compensation money and not distributing it to dan members.

31.

All other recommendations contained in the

Landowner and Provincial

Government resPonses to various sections of the Bougainville paclage to
consideted. The pactage

to be regarded as back

payment for past damages.

be
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LETTER FROM FRANCIS ONA
Francis Ona
BRA Control C-ommand

Camp Hide-out
8th Mav 1989

Dear Supporters,
Mi laik appeal long yupela olgeta olsem mipela ol lain i wok long pait long savim
Island bilong yumi i laikim ol sapot long yupela. Yu gen halivim mipela long ol dispela
sampting hia.
[I would like to appeal to you for your support on behalf of all our kinsmen who are fighting
to save this island of ours. You can help us by means of these thingp 0isted) here.l
(1)

dothing

(A) Trousers si2e36,34,32,30,28
(B) shob

[shortsl

same

(D) Army belts
(E) Towels
(2)

Food/TealCoffee

(3)

Miselenius

- battries [sic] D size

- tordres 23,4,5 battries [sic]+ bulbs
- tooth bruses and tooth paids

- [tooth brushes and toothpaste]
- compas or binoqulors [sic] or telescope
- First

Aid Medicine Boxis [sic]

- lamps
-

writing pads, pens

- envelops [sicl

with glue

- kerosin [sic]
- Prime Mus [Primus lampl, knives
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- sleeping bags
- army

bap

Na ol narapela [and other thingsl

Thank yu,
Francis Ona

PRESS STATEMENT

HON. TED DIRO, MP, MINISTER FOR STATE
BOUGAINVILLE REPUBLICAN ARMY OUTLAWED
The National Government today made lts position dear on the Bougainville Republican
(Revolutionary) Army.
The Minister for State, Hon. Ted

Dro, said the raising of trnauthorised forces is contrary to
the laws of Papua New Guinea, being strictly forbidden by the C-onstitution and being an
offence under the Crimlnal Code. Section 2091) of the Constitution provides as follows:
It is sdctly forbidden to establish, organize, equip hain or take
part in or associate with a military or para-military force, or to
organize or take part in para-military haining exoept such as is
(1)

provided for by this ConstituHon, or to plan, prepare for or assist in
the raising or training of sudr a

fore or in such training.

The only military force authorized by the Consdh.rtion is the Papua New Guinea Defence,
Diro said.

Mr

Furthermore, Part II of the Criminal C-ode deals with offences agalnst public order. The
relevant sections are sections 51 (raising) of unauthorlzed forces), Secdon 52 (quasi-military
prganizations) and Section 53 (unlawfirl drilling. Hereunder are the sections in ftrll.
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51.

Raisingof Authorized Forces

(1)

A person who

(a) Establishes or organizes,

or

O) Assists any person to establish or organize; or
(c) equrps or assists any Person to equip by any means (lnduding
equipping with baditional weapons); or

(d) takes part in or associates with,
a military force, para-military force, police force, body of Persons

purporting to exercise military, para-military or polie Powers or
functions of any force similar in nature to a military, para-military
or police force, excePt as provided for by law, is guilty of a crime.
Pmalty: Imprisonment for a term not exceeding

(21

14 years.

A person who

(a) plans or prepares for;

or

(b) assists in the planning or preparation for,
the raising of a military force, police, body of persons PurPorting to

military, para-military or police Powers or functions, or
any force similar in nature to a military, Para-military or Polic€

exercise

force, except as provided for by law, is guilty of a crime.
Penalty: imprisonment for a term not exceeding 14 years.

52.

Quasi-military organizations

(1)

Where the members or adherents of an association of persons,

whether incorporated or not, are'
(a) organized, trained or equipped for the pwpoee of enabling them

to be employed in usurping all or any of the functions of the police
force or of the defence force, or of a part of either of those forces; or
(b) organized and trained, or organized and equipped(i) for the purpose of enabling them to be employed for the use

of display of any physical force in promoting any political
object; or
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(ii) in sudr mannet as to arouse reasonable apprehension that
they are organized and trained or organized and equipped for
that purpose,
Each member is

guilty of

a misdemeanor.

Pmalty: A fine not exceeding K500.m or imprisonment for a term
not exceeding one year.

Q)

A person who-

(a) promotes or conspires

with another person to promote; or

O) take part in the organizing training or equipping of members
or adherents of,
an association referred to

in subsection (1) for any of the PurPoses

spedfied in that subsection is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Penalty: a fine not exceeding K1,m0.00 or imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three years.

(3)

Subject to subsection (4), a person who takes part in the conhol

or management of an a*sociation referred to in subsection (1) is
guilty of

a misdemeanor.

Penalty: a fine not exceeding K1,m0.00 or imprisonment for a term

not exceeding three years.

(4)

It is

a defence to a drarge of an offence against subsection (3)

if

the person charged proves that he did not consent to or connive at

the organization, training or equipment of the members or
adherents of the association in contravention of subsection

(l).

(5) A prosecuHon for an offence against this section shall not be
instituted without the written consent of the Prime Minister.

(5) In a prosecution
things done or

for an offence against this

of words written,

spoken

s€ction, proof of

or published by

any

person taking part in(a) the conhol or management of an association; or

(b)

orpnizing training or equipping

association,

members

or adherents of an
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evidme of the purposes for whidr, or the manner
in whidr, members or adherents of the assodation (whether thce
is admissible as

persons or others) were organized or hained or equipped.

@

This section does not prohibit-

(a) the ernployment of a reasonable number of persons as stewards

to assist in the preservation of order at a lawful public meeting held
on private premises; or
(b) the making of arrangements for that purpose; or
(c) the insbuction of the persons to be so employed

in their lawful

duties as sudr stewards; or

(d) their being furnished with badges or other distinguishing signs.

53. Unlawfirl Drilling

O)

Subject to subsection (4), a person who-

(a) without the prior permission of the Prime Minister hains or
drills any other person to

(ii) the practice of military, para-military, or police force
exercises, movements or evolutions;

or

(b) at any meeting or assembly of persons held without prior
permission

of the Prime Minister, is

training or drilling any other persons

present

for the purpose of

to

(i) the use of arms, including traditional arms; or

(ii) the practice of military, para-military or police

force

exercises, movements or evolutions,

is guilty of a aime.
Penalty: Imprlsonment for a term not exceeding seven years.

(2',

Subject to subsection (4). a person who-

(a) at a meeting or assembly held

without the prior permission of

the Prime Minister hains or drills, or is trained or &iUed-

(i) to the use of arms, induding traditional arrnsi or

(ii) in the practice of military, para-military or police force
exercises, movements or evolutions;

or
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(b) is present at any sudr meeting or assembly for the purpce of
haining or drilling or of being so trained or drilled
is guilty of a misdenreanor.
Penalty: Imprisonmmt for a term not exceeding two years.

(3)

Repealed by No. 13 of 1988, S.2).

(4)

This section does not apply to the baining or drilling of

a

member or members of(a) the Defence Force;

or

(b) the Potce Force; or
(c) the Corrective Institutions Service;

or

(d) the FLe Service.

(5) A prosecution for an offence against this section must be
commmced within six months after the offence is committed.
54.

Sedition

(1)

A person who-

(a) conspires with any person to carry lnto execution a seditiow
enterprise; or
(b) advisedly published any seditious words or

writing

is, subject to subsection (2), g;uilty of a misdemeanor.
Penalty: Imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years.

Q) If a person convicted of an offence against subsection (1) has
been previously convicted of any such offence, he is guilty of a
crime.
Penalty: Imprisonment for a term not exceeding seven yeaftl.

(3) A prosecution for any of the offences against subsection
must be begun within six months after the offence is committed.

(l)

(4) person shall not be convicted of an offene against
subsection (1) on the uncorroborated testimony of one witness.

A

Mr Diro said it can be seen that the offene of raising an unauthorised force is the most
serious crime, carrying a penalty of up to 14 years imprisonment.
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Mr Dro said the polie will bring the full authority of the law on anyone belonging to, or
assisting in any way, the members of the Republican or Revolutionary Army.

Mr Dro said it had been established that members of the Tepublican Army" were deeply
involved in terrorist activities on Bougainville.
"As a result of the Government's decisio& polie now have even wider powers to arrest
members and associates of the outlawed group", he said.

Mr Diro warned

anyone associated

with the outlawed

SrouP to immediately

md their

association or face the consequenc€s.

Tuesday 20June 1989

STATEMENT FROM THE DIOCESAN PRIESTS OF
BOUGAINVILLE DIOCESE
The diocesan priests of Bougainville Diocese hereby offer our oh€rvations on the crisis
which is presently enveloping our home, the North Solomons ltovince' We ask aU Persons
who sincerely work for a resolution of the conflict to ponder our observations with due
deliberation. The purpoee of this paper is [tol prepare and encourage both militants and
government to begin dialogue. The diocesan priests acknowledge the use of the Bika Report*
and Releases of Justice and Peace Bougainville'

INTRODUCTION
The North Solomons has a long history of secession movements. The most recent cyde began

on Buka Island, followed by the Rorovana land rights
movement of 1959 which was caused by mining issues. A North Solomons Republic was

with the

1950 Hahalis movement

declared

in

7975

until a peaceful solution was found. The preent crisis began in

1988'

Although there have been various, unrelatd immediate caus€s for the s€cession movemmts,
still there is an understanding within our people that the North Solomons is geographically,
Provincial Select Committea- kport on tht bugainoille Crisis, draired by lohn Bika May
1989); see pp. 87-89.
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culturally, racially and ecpnomically different from other parts of Papua New Guinea. This is
most dearly illushated by the very name of the province, Norh 9ilonrlns and the darkness,
blackness of skin colouration. Another common feature and ominous is the presence of the
cargo o:lt mentality. Using these basic facts as our bases, we prolrcse the following solution.

STRUCTURES FOR LASTING PEACE
l.

AI{D STABILITY

For lasting peace and stability to come to the North Solomons, the people of our
province must know that they are in control of their present live and in control of
their own destiny. This control will safeguard the unique identity that the people
of the North Solomons fear to lose. The people of the North Solomons will feel
protected from oubide exploitation or discrimination when they are in conbol.

Note that the'cargo culf mentality springp from the need to Protect that which is
revere4 sacred unique.

I'A.

The control of their present lives and future life in the case of the North Solomons
will need to hanslate into a broad-based decentralization of National Government

cmtralized powerc. The frustration that is the motivator behind the secession
movement would be dissipated if the people knew that they had direct conhol
through provincial government over their own lives.
1.B.

This radical decenhalization should include all powers that are not absolutely
in the jurisdiction of the National Government. These powers still held
by the National Government would indude defence, curency, foreigt exchange
and foreign policy. Deentralized powers would indude the following:

necessarily

1.C.

Provincial police force that would indude a provincial equivalent of a riot squad.
The provincial police force would be highly tratned to see themselves as s€ryants
of the people. The actions of non-Bougainvillean security forces, the actions of the
minority that ruined the public trust in the security forces, exacerbate an already
tense situation. In the present Bougginville Crisiq had there been a provincial
police force, certainly the number of casualties would have been reduced. Racial
slurs sudr as 'black bastard' would not have been Pres€nt to etnbitter, inflame
passions. National security forces would still be the ultimate option should they be
needed, that is, if the provincial police force could not handle the situation.

1.D.

A provincial justice system would inshll a public prosecutor who would be able to
bring all menrbers and levels of society to justice. This would indude the provincial
politicians and provincial police force. Ukewise a public defender needs to be a
full-time poeition to msure that no person in the North Solomons is denied legal
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counsel legal defence in court. The public defender would also PrePare, and the
public prmecutor would pros€cute, cas€s of human rights violations.
LE.

The provincial system of iustice would cucenFate on rehabilitation rather than on
rehibution. The provine recognizes that building more jails is not an answer to the
probleurs of crime. The errphasis must be Put on prevmtion of anti-social
behaviour, building Christtan citizens. We acknowledge the outstanding work ln
the field that has taken place in the past through the cooperation of the Church
with theC,ovemmmt.

1.F.

Public services need to be decentralized to meet the unique needs of the peoples of

the North Solomons. It is impossible to mandate the needs of Papua New Guinea
from Waigani, the country being too large with too many cultural differences.
1.G.

be most important to decentralize economic affairs whidr is one of the
central issues of the present crisis. Economics encomPass€s finance, taxation,
foreign trade and spending priorities. This would enable a new era of cooperation

It will

between provincial government, denominational drurches and Private business, to
the betterment of the province as a whole.

The unreliability of the Provincial Broadcasting service has been a scandal during
this critical time of State of Emergency. Deentralization would certalnly upgrade
the technical equipment to a suitable standard.
1.1.

Other powers and functions need to be decenhalized sudr as education, health etc.
so that needs of the province will not be subjugated to national policy.

l.J.

A fundamental issue is the decentralization of Powers and functions of minerals
and energy (e.9. prospecting authorities).

1.K.

Papua New Guinea must examine the question of revenues from mininS. What is a
just revenue asked from a mine? What portion of the revenue should be used at fte

national level, what amount at the provincial level, what amount to Persons
directly affected by mining (e.g. Java River pollution, peoples of the West Coast
Bougainville who have lct traditional fishing grounds), and what amount to the
landowners who have made tremendous sacrifie through the alienation of their
land? These questions will be dealt with in the next section of this paper.

INTRODUCTION
and [the] Bougainville Justice and Peace [Committee] visited Francis
Ona and the militantg it became abundantly clear that the basic fear,land] fundamental issue
\Ar'hen Bishop Singkai

in the Secession Movement is Land Rights. Explicitly the militants stated:
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OUR LAND IS BEING POLLUTED OUR WATER IS BEING POLLUTED, TFIE
AIR WE BREATHTE] IS BEING POLLLNED WITH DANGEROUS CFIET4ICAIS
THAT ARE SLOWLY KILLINC US AND DESTROYING OUR LAND FOR
FUTURE GENEMTICAJS. BETTER TFTAT WE DIE FIGHTING TFIAN TO BE
SLOWLYPOISONED.
Similar staterrents about pollution but rejecting violence were expressed to [the] fustice and
Peace members at a meeting of the combined delegation from both groups of landowners.
The landowners will show any interested person the ecological damage that they perceive.

The landowners no longer trust either BCL

or the government to protect them from

environmental damage.

RESOLUTION OF PROBLEM OF LAND RIGHTS
2.

The present crisis

is a

result

of the inrposition of

Western oncepts of

landownership, value and compensation upon a Melanesian social structure. L,aws
must be enacted to recognize the Melanesian concepts of ownership value and
compensation of land.
2.4.

The Melanesian concept of land ownership indudes the ownership of all resources
both upon and below the land. Note that Melanesian ownership also indudes

ownership of fishing rights.
2.8.

In the Melanesian society outsiders are not allowed to enter the dan territory
without permission from the dan leaders. Prospecting Authorities must be
changed to recognize the sovereignty of a Melanesian society.

2.C.

Land

is

the livelihood and 'lSocial Sc'cudty"

generations of Melanesians

will

of the

Melanesian dan. Future

depend on each hectare of land for their livelihood

as the population increases. Western social systems of employment and economic
growth will not be able to absorb the rapidly increasing population. Land that is

rented to mining companies must be returned with a minimum of mvironrnmtal
damage.
2.D.

Any dwelopment must ensure that landowners participate meaningfully in the
development generated. No projects should be developed by force against the
landowners' wishes.

2.E.

Each year BCL removes minerals valued at over

K100 million from the mine site.
Land is valued in Kieta-Arawa at K5000 per hectare, land is valued at Panguna at
K10 per hectare for compensation purposes. Is the land at Panguna being
adequately compensated?
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2.F.

million in revenues
3%
of that revenue be
the
to
ask
unreasonable
It
is
not
Mine.
from the Panguna
the
following
for
returned to the landowners
PurPocee:
Each year the National Government takes between IC3GK4m

Part of the 3% would be used to hire the best environmental scientists (dtemists,
geologists, biologists; exPerts in all kinds of environmental pollution and land
reclamation), errvironmerrtal lawyers and economists to advise the landowners of
the tsue situaHon of pollution and land rights. Thee persons have no connection to
either the mining comPany or the government. This is the only way for the
landowners to believe and know that they are again conholling the situation over
their land by peaceftd means.
2.H.

2.1.

Part of the 3% would be used on a study of how the land will be reclaimed and
return the fertility after the mining ceases.
Part of the 3% would be used to build a hust account which will be used to restore
the productivity, fertility of the mine site land and water after the completion of the

mining. This would entail tens or even hundreds of millions of kina in the trust
fund.

)l

The clans that owned the land that is now the mine site are themselves compooed
of sub-clans and the families that compose the sub-dan. Sub-clans that have had

their land taken for mining purposes have become squatters on other sub-clan
lands. The land that thesefamilies of the Panguna sub-dan occuPy are inadequate

for subsistence and cash-copping.
2.K

In the past, compensation was paid to certain Persons and other monies were
invested in business ventures. These two Practic€s were the cause of tremendous
feelings of frustration and dissatisfaction. This system allowed large payments
which could disappear into the aggrandizement of a few individuals or disappear
into business ventures, never to be seen again.

2.L.

system must be instituted whereby the families of the subdan receive
fortnightly or monthly compensation which would be used for their livelihood.
Again it must be emphasized that the traditional leaders had the traditional
authority to divide land when disputes arose but the traditional leader is NoT the
sole owner of the land. This has been widely misunderstood and abused. The
system of fortnightly or monthly Payment would guarantee that the women
receive some of the compensation to be used to buy food etc, for the family. Note

A new

that women are traditional owners of the tand in the North solomons with the
exception of a small area in Buin.
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2.M.

The above suggestions were taken from the meetinp with both the militants but
also, and more importantly, with the non-violent landowners. We believe that
there will never be peace until the fears and needs of the landowners are
recognized and acted upon.

will rightly know that they are in mntrol of their destiny
and their land, landowners must be given the powers by Act of Parliament which
allow them to bring the Company to Court for pollution an allow them to dooe the
mine through court order if it is found that the Company is in fact polluting. The
Mine would then be shut down until the Company ends the polluting and would
be fined. Moot European, North American and other developing countries have
such legislation, g1ing such Powem to environmental groups/landowners.

2.N.

So that the landowners

2.O

The Landowners must be given a voice
levels of pollutants

in

in formulating laws which set acceptable

the water, air and land.

Again this would have to be done in

conjunction with their own privately funded advisors.
2.P.

ln and out of itself, fresh elections for the Landowners Association will not Prove

crreall for the complex problems that the landowners face. We believe that
the above reommendations 2.A-2.O would offer hope for a iust and equitable
solution to the Panguna problems.
to be a

2.Q.

The provincial govemment must begin now to examine the fishing rights of the
peoples of the West Coast of Bougainville induding Banoni, Nagovisi" Kiriaka,
Kunua and Hahon. This valued source ofProtein to these isolated areas have been
severely disrupted by the dumping of chemicals into the sea. Raw pollutants that
will be dumped from the pipeline will only increase the problem of the destruction
of edible fish and valued reef.

CLOSING STATEMENT
It is hoped that the provincial and national government[s] will begin to negotiate the points
found in this short report. A just and equitable system must be in plae so that when the
militants decide to negotiate, it can be shown them that their fears have been understood and
that steps have been taken to protect their righb. This would be a malrr factor in the militants

eventually laying down their arms and accepting a peaceful solution.
The Docese of Bougainville has decried iniustice to the peoples affected by the copper mine
for 25 years. While the Churdr is not voiceless, it is powerless to initiate reform. The Church

therefore welcomed the movement of the landowners to regress injustices that had been
festering for so many years. It should be noted that the Prime Mlnister along with many
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members

of his Govemment have made similar statemenb that agree that the landowners

had just grievances that should be addressed.

The core of the frustration that has been built up over a quart€r cmtury comes from the
unkept promises to redress felt iniustice. lnspectors, commissiong committees, high-level
representatives of government or mining would visit, promise action and the people would
once again begin a fruitless wait. There comes a point whm the people would no longer
welcome visitor, no longer believe promise. As the landowners told Justice and Peace
members:

wl{AT

PROMISE CAN BE GIVEN TO OUR CHILDREN TFIAT THEY WILL
BELIEVE. THEY HAVE HEARD ALL THE PROMISES BEFORE AND THEY
TURNED OUT TO BE LIES. OUR CHILDREN WON'T BELIEVE A\IY MORE
FUTURE PROMISES. OUR CHILDREN WON'T LISTEN TO US WHEN WE SAY

THAT VIOLENCE

IS

NOT THE WAY.

The people of the North Solomons, epecially the landowners, must see the results of a new

enlightened land policy. They must be convinced that they are the masters of their own lives.
The Catholic Church has not

in

the past sanctioned

propagates violence. The Catholic Churdr at

or given help/support to any group that

preent condemns all violence and will continue

to abhor the needless, senseless loss of life and harm to innocent persons.

It is with terrible sorrow that the Catholic Church sees innocent persons being murdered,
brutalized, wounded and beaten, and homes being burned. Thee atrocities will be
rcrnembered by the refugee chil&en and could very well be fertile ground for the next
generation of militants. This cannot be allowed to happen. Persons must be heated with
dignity.

It is with great anguish that we see the present hostilitie hrrning into brutal payback
between the militant and security forces. Violence breeds violence as the shotgun and axe
murders at Kobuan have proved. We call upon the secuity forces to be an example of lawful
justice to the militants. The secruity forces must win the mind and hearb of the villagers if
the State of Emergency is to complete its goal. Likewise, the armed struggle of the militants is

causing tremendous suffering to the lives of innocent people. We condemn this needless
violence that armed confrontation has produced. Armed confrontation must end and
negotiations begin.

The Docesan ltiests

of the Diocee of

Bougainville shongly call for the process of

reconciliation to begin. Wounds much deeper than bullets can make have been inflicted on
thousands of persons in the North Solomons. We pray that Our Lord Jesus forgive us for the
blood that has been shed as we forgot Him.
The Diocesan Priests of Bougainville

Diocese

[1 August 19891
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LETTER FROM FRANCIS ONA
Supreme Commander of BRA

Republic of Mekamui

lst of Jan 1990

Dear [nameunknown]

I am replying to your questions as of 29th December 1989 to Sam Kauona.
Well, before going any further I wish you and your family a happly New Year and
my special thanks to you for your fine job in communicating wth us all through 1989.

Now for your questions:

1.

Our purpose of electing a caretaker Government was a sign of peoples support to
BRA and their willingness to govern by themselves and not by PNC government.
This was also a preparation for our new govemmmt Tepublic of Mekamui" before
referendum actually takes place. Now it lmks like there is no nd for referendum
because 99.97o of total population is now supporting us

2,

tro

be

independmt.

Government members induder
(1) Head of States - South, Cenhal and
(2) Head of Census divisions
(3) Chief

Councils

North.

- C-ourt system and Management of Village governments

(4) Kiaps - Information and Education
(5)

Itesident - This position will come in later when security forces move out of the

country.

3.

Or official letter for the request was handed to Fr Mark rq>resenting Catholic
fustice and Peace Committee on 6th of June 1989. We declared officially a
"Republic of Mekamui" aftet electing of caretaker government of the l1th of
November 1989.

4.

Government had rejected our genuine daims time and time again starting from 8th
January 1988 up until now. It is now using security fore to kill us and wipe us
out. We have not kust to government and its consihrtion so we want gecession to
solve the crisis.

5.

There

will

be no provincial government system
will support it.

because no one

in the Republic of

Mekamui
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After the Republic of Mekamui has establish[edl itself [thel whole of Bougainville

will be covered.
7.

BRA's stand is to get [the] Namaliu government [to] understand that we don't
want to be part of PNG. We are not minority as he thinks or pretmds we are. Fr
Momis and Mr Michael Somare told us lielsl in 1975, that Bougainville's
independent [sicl was not far off; instead they signed for United PNG. [The]
Bo 'gainville crisis is the result of their unfaithfulness.

[The] Churc]res' peace initiatives were rejected by

Mt

Namaliu and

the

government because it did not want Bougainville to seceed [sic] from PNG. [The]
PNG government won't have money to run the Sovernment if Bougainville breaks
away as it is their revenue earner province'

I am not under house arr€st. This is totally a coward's reporting - it must be the
work of the [writing unclear] oPPosition to split us and our suPPorters. We have
strong family ties in [the] Republic of Mekamui and this is not practical at all. We
both have [the] same goal to achieve that is, have Republic of Mekamui
independent so that the island and its inhabitants can be saved.
The pichrres you have requested are not permitted at this stage, as our BRA laws
don't allow to. Well, I hope your questions are fully accommodated, so until thm
it's goodbye and God bless you.
Thank you.
Yours sincerely

FRANCISONIA
Supreme Commander
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lRadio Transcript]

SAM KAUONA- STATEMENT ON'KALANG' FM
7.30 REPORT - WEDNESDAY, T MARCH 1.990
Kauona: At this time, we have the burdm of carrylng out law and order organisation. I will
explain, because by security forces I mean the three forces together, especially the
arury who have come to our island; the second group is the riot squad who have
come to the island and started this whole problem; the third group is who we call
the normal police who are also here on our island - they too must leave because
this whole issue deals with security of everyone on the island. They cannot stay
here. According to the agreement, we've agreed too that these forces must leave.
OK. The second point I would like to darify on behalf of BRA is in the area when
the talks were held for the ceasefire and with&awal - everyone has called it the
"surrender of arms" - surrerrder of arms by BRA. This temr "surrender of arms" is
totally wrong. The media has turned this around and called it "surender of arms"
it was actually termed as the 'handing in of arms" at the signing of the
agreement. This handing in of arurs by BRA took place at our headquarters. We

when

have yet to indicate the plaoe where all the weapons whidr we used in the crisis for

control purposes are to be handed over. I can't tell you where/who will take the
commander/s chair. They know, some of them know already, but some of them
will know only when they have the big commanders' meeting in a few weeks'
time, so we can't have power thinking when we are working at getting or people to
surmder their arms to the authorities of Papua New Guinea. Nq we're working at
handing in all our arms, and BRA have marked all weapons here.
The third point is the law and order problem on Bougainville. This law and order
problern is throughout Papua New Guinea. We would like tro put a stop to the law
and order problem on our island. With this, BRA has a difficult job and burden on
its shoulders to take care of. So I would like to sbess this point to all members of
BRA - you must feel the same, you must be responsible for building up what this

law and order problem has broken down. We must act together, and be responsible
in building up law and order on this island of ours so that nonnal seryices and
normal life can rehm to us on our island.

We've already experienced desEuction, through the security force as well as
through our efforts. Now we must band together to be rid of this law and order
Commander, lerrgainville Revolutionary Army
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problmr. Weela before this meeting of otus we had to sort out or organise
ourselves on how to carry out this law and order problem, but we still have a long
way to go to contain the criminal dements or smdl incidents inside the BRA

network. They will do it - I will tell them rc - these snall factions have every right
to hold weapons to contain these criminal elements edsting now.

Only after us, only after BRA contains these criminal elements and the ones who
shoot about, as well as burning and damaging houses at this time of ceasefire and
too after 16 all the small people will look to us. Stitl, organisation will be expected
from all commanders who will attend this big meeting of ours to sort out and
organise ourselves.

Another point I would like to draw to your attention is the properties belonging to
BCL and the government of Papua New Guinea and the Provincial Sovernment.
All these properties you've worked on this island of ours now stays under the law
of BRA. As I said in the past, BRA - with the security force - has detroyed them,
but now is the time for building up houses, vehicle, etc. Now it must take care of
all this. As in the past, I have made it clear that all BCL properties at Panguna have
started this fight. In this fight we too have deshoyed property belongrng to BCL
but now in this time of ceasefire, with the army and raskols departhg it doesn't
mean that we must continue to destroy everything else. You must take care of
everything belonging to BCL now - that is the responsibility of all BRA members to

if you see other groups not belonging to BRA or evm BRA members,
as well as these little criminal elements working with the BRA network, they
take heed. So

cannot do this - steal property belonging to BCL and the government as well. Now
these are our responsibilities - we must take care

of these. I would like to aPPeal to

all BRA members not to destroy or steal or take anything belonging to the BCL
company. This comes under BRA care now. The time for destmction has ended.
Now is the time for rebuilding for future use.
I think what I have said should be put to us€, especially with all BRA members. As
I don't want BRA members to use weapons on the remaining
security forces here. As well, I don't want them burning houses belonging to BCL
or the government or even to local contractors or companies. Policing

from now on,

fores are now in hand. Normal police
too will soon leave. All arrangements have yet to be finalised, but unHl sudr time
international police arrive, it is up to us to sort ourselves. out.
arrangem€arts after the departure of security
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STATEMENT BY THE PRIME MINISTE& THE
HONOURABLE RABBIE NAMALIU, CMG, MP
GOVERNMENT POSITION ON THE
BOUGAINVILLE NEGOTIATIONS
Before departing for the United States I wish to make a major statement on a number of
important issues conerning the Bougainville negotiations.
The first point is that in a letter I received yesterday, Francis Ona and other Bougainville
leaders have indicated that they are prepared to hold negoHations at a neutral vmue. The
location should now be agreed soon.
This is welcome news and a significant breakthrough which

I hope will be followed shortly

by agreement on a date and agenda for the talks.
More importantly, I want to state the National Government's basic poaition concerning the
negotiations.
As Prime Minister, I completely reject the use of military force as a way of dealing with the
situation.

It would of course, be possible for the National Government to use force - not only do we
have the Defence Force available, but we could also use foreign arms and troops.

But I am convinced that violence will not resolve our problems - and I am sure that the vast
majority of the people of Papua New Guinea agree with us on that issue.
So

let the people of Bougainville be dear - there will not be any military invasion.

Instead, we must come together as brothers and sisters and work to find a solution to our
probleurs. I am committed to work at a negotiated s€ttlement no matter how long the process
takes.

I recrcgnise that a negotiated settlement may take time to achieve - after all, the problems we
are trying to solve developed over many years, and cannot be settled overnight.

Solutions to the problems can be found some in the existing government arrangements. But
we are also willing to examine new rclutions.
The people of Bougainville want more control over decisions that affect their lives.
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Powen to the North Solomons Provincial
was made in Bougainville in the
progress
much
Agreemmt,
the
Government. under
and bridges, government services,
of
roads
constmction
provision of government se'rvices,

T\e

1976 Bougainville Agreerrent Save many

conrmunity governm€nb and many other matters of great concetn to Bouginvilleans. The
North Solomons Provincial Government became a model for dl other parts of the ounh'y.
range of powers available to provincial Sovernm€lrt under the Organic Law on
Provincial Government was never exploited by the North Solomons. ln fact, mudr more
power could be exercised locally under its provisions. We wish to help the Provincial

The

full

Governmmt to do that.
But we are prepard to go further. My Government is considering ProPosals for offering
greater local ontrol by offering a unique status to the province - it ould beome an
AUTONOMOUS PROVINCE within Papua New Guinea.
Proposals

for this new status have been made in

a rePort of a C,overnment

Working Group

established by the NEC [National Executive Council] Iast December.

Under the special stahrs of autonomy there would be a mairr increase in the powers of the
Provincial Government. Almost all internal affairs would be controlled by the Province especially those affecting the daily lives and welfare of the people of the hovince.
Greater financial resources will be available to the hovincjal Govemment through new
funding arrangernents under the government's mining policy as well as from other sources to
be discussed

during negotiations.

In addition, my Government is ft:lly committed to a omprehensive programme of
reconstruction and rehabilitation on the Island. We have very large sums - perhaps as much
as K50 million - available for this purpose induding funds from overseas donors, provided a
peac€ful agreement is reachd.

This will involve rebuilding of houses, other buildings and infrastsucture deshoyed in the
tragic fighting. The programme will involve vocational and other training for the young
people from the areas most affected.
In addition compensation must be examined for the families of those innocent persons killed
in the fighting as well as for those injured tfuough no fault of their own'

All of this can

be offered

in addition to the much larger programme of development projects

contained in the Bougainville Peace Package offered last year.
These matters have already received close attention from Crcvernment Officers. The details
the
can be sorted out during negotiations. There will no doubt be other matters raised during

negotiations and we will be oPen to examining them too'
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The important thing now is that it be dearly understood that my Government is serious
about resolving problems through negotiations. I am sure that the package of measures I
have iust outlined provides the basis for constructive talks to settle the problems.

I now urge the leaders on Bougainville to respond poeitively to the conshuctive initiatives
the National Government has put forward.

I May 1990
Port Moresbv

PRESS RELEASE BY ACTING PRIME MINISTER
BOUGAINVILLE SITUATION
The Acting Prime Minister announced today that the National Executive Council has
completed a review of its current shategy for dealing with the Bougainville Sihration.
The National Executive Coundl has assessed all information in its pcse*sion on current
events in the province and has agreed on a course of action to be taken.
The Acting Prime Minister explained that the leedershQ in thz yooince is ilioifuil on

tlu

issue

of

*crr,siotr. The majority of the people want the ttovincial Government to negotiate
meaningfully with the National Government and readr agreement within the legal and
constitutional framework of Papua New Guinea, whilst a ninority insists that secession is the
only way.
It is difficult to belive that some people in the province really think that foreign governments

will recognise

secession ...,

These people are

livhg in a dreamworld if

they really think

it

is that easy. The fact is that no

countrywill recognise secesion and that no genuine investors will have anything to do with
Bpr'gainville. The people will not enjoy the bendits of services they are currently receiving.
No goods and services will flow into and out of the province if BRA continues its acts of
terrorism, intimidation and harassmenl
The Acting Prime Minister repeated his earlier statement that lftcra

lnow that rcme
to support the BM", he said.

oa tlu prooince. "I

unful

be

rc military

attack

people are fearftd of this and therefore feel that they have

Crbb
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The Acting Prime Minister explained that the situation has now readred the stage where the

National Government is forced to implement measures whidr would result in the *Iectiu.
restrictbn of gds anil *roiccs to tlu qooincc.
The Acting Prime Minister said there is no law in Papua New Guinea which provides for
declaration of 50 miles exdusive zone.

a

The National Government cannot declare such a zone because to do so would be in violation

of international law. Papua New Guinea cannot claim jurisdiction even on an area beyond
the 12 mile territorial seas. Papua New Guinea is only able to exercise a limited jurisdiction in
its 20 miles exclusive zone. The current laws do not allow economic blockade.
In view of the above the Government has directed the Deparhnent of Transport to withdraw
its notice to marinerc.

retrictions which are to be imposed are within the ambit of the laws presently in force in
the counhy. The restrictions will apply to all coastal shipping to and out from Bougainville
except ships ferrying hospital and medial supplie, goo& for the outer islands of the
province and fuel for the generation of electric power at Loloho Power Station for the
The

hospital.

Mr Diro also said that [the] Customs and Harbours Board will cease clearing vessels in all
ports for landing in Bougainville and will inform all international shipping lines that no pilot
services will be provided to shipping services into Bougainville.
As part of the restrictions, Papua New Guinea's airspace over Bougainville will be dosed
except for any existing permitted international overflighb. Flighb into Bougainville will be
subject to the authorisation of the Director of Gvil Aviation.

Mr Dro said that some services in the North Solomons Province will also be affected. This

indude banking

telephone services and the public service in general.

Mr Dro called upon all right thinking people in the province to exert pressure on those in
favour of secession to be more considerate about the welfare of the majority of
Bougainvilleans. He emphasised that the National Government is ready and willing to
engage in genuine negotiation. Howevet he said, he is not prepared to send two senior
Ministers to the talks if the Provincial Government is not ready to engage in meaningfi:l and
substan tive negotiation.
ER Diro, CBE, O6tJ, MP

ACTING PRIMEMINISTER
TMav 1990
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
REPUBLIC OF BOUGAINVITLE
ln the name of C,od the metciful Father, ruler of nations and lord of the univene.
WHEREAS Bougainville Island was politically separated from the Solomon Group of Islands
and seeded [sic] to the German colony of New Gulnea by an agreement made in 1886
between England and C,ermany, and was subsequendy lnduded ln the Australian Trust
Territory of Papua [and] New Guinea in 1918;

AND WHEREAS Bougainville was then lnduded ln the Independent state of papua New
Guinea desptte the objections of the people of Bougainvllle, on the l6th september

1f5.

AND WHERE{$ ler,g:inville is geographically apart and ib people culturally distinct from
Papua New Guinea.

AND WffiREAS

it

has been

a long

standing wish and aspiration

of the

people of

Bougainville to become a separate independent nation.

AND WHEREAS Papua New Guinea declared and fought a war against the people of
Bougainville the result of whidr has been the withdrawal of all police, army, navy and
judidal functions from Bougainville.
AND WHEREAS Papua New Guinea still declares that it has iurisdiction and authority over
Bougainville and has begun imposing an economic embargo against Bougainville.

AND WHEREAS the Bougalnvtlle Revolutionary Army has since been in total conhol of
Bougainville on behalf of its people.

AND WHEREAS Papua New Guinea has refused to recognise the democratic rights of the
people of Bougainville.

AND WHEREAS it is the inalienable right of

a people to be free and

independmt.

Now therefore, I Francis ona, lnterim President of the Republic of Bougainville, Do HEREBY
PROCLAM AND DECLARE on behauof the people and the government of the Republic of
Bo 'Seinville that as from today the seventeenth day of May ln the year one thousand nine

\W

Bougainoille in Crbis

hundred and ninety Bouginville shall be forever a soverelgn democr'atlc and tndependent
nation; founded upon the prindples of ltberty and iustice and ever seeking the welfare and
haprine*s ofher people in a more iust and equal sodety;
FRANCISONA
PRESIDENI
Dated thte 17th day of May 1990,
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ENDEAVOUR ACCORD ON DIALOGUE AND
RETURN OF SERVICES TO BOUGAINVITLE
A delegation of the National Govemment, led by the Right Honourable Sir Michael Somare,
GCMG, MP, held broad-ranging talks with a delegation of Bougainville, led by Mr |oseph
Kabui, from the 29th July to the 5th August 1990 outside Kieta Harbour, aboard Her
Majesty's New Zealand ship, Enileaoour.
International observers from Canada, Vanuahr and New Zealand were pres€nt at the talks.
The two delegations welcomed the opportunity for face-to-face dialogue, and agreed that this
process should continue.

They agreed that the long term political status of Bougainville is to be addressed as part of
the continuing dialogue.

Meanwhile all political declarations with respect to that future status are deferred.
The National Government delegation confirmed that at the earliest opportunity it would take
all practical steps consistent with the C-onstitution of Papua New Guinea to bring about the

return of services to Bougainville.
Sudr restoration of services would be done without force. But should personnel responsible
for restoring servies by interfered with, the Governm€nt of Papua New Guinea reserves the
right to withdraw serrices where sudt interference occurs.
The return of services, particularly health, education and communications are accepted as a

matter of urgent priority.
The two delegations agreed that in order for services to be restored en lsr'gainville, the
security of personnel must be fully safeguarded.
The Government of Papua New Guinea

will consult regularly with

the pres€nt Bougainville

delegation on the restoration of services.
The two delegations agreed on the desirability of the

futue s€curity arrangemenb

full participation of Bougainvilleans in

on Bougainville.

The two delegations thanked the Government of New Znaland and the Royal New Zealand
Navy for their generous assistance in making a venue and support facilities available for the
talks.
The two delegations also thanked the observers for their cooperation.
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tro review inrplemantation of arrangements for
restoration of services will be held. The next sudr meeting will be held within eight weeks.

Further rreetings of the two deleg3tions

MICFIAELSOMARE
LEADER
NATIONALGOVERNMENT
DELEGATION
SIGNEDONBOARD
HMNZSENDEAVOUR
5
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JOgEPHKABUI
LEADER
BOUCAITWILLE
DELEGATIOAI

STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES CENTRE
The aim of the strategic and Defence studies centre, which was set up in

the Research school of Pacific studies in The Australian National
University, is to advance the study of strategic problems, particularly

those relating to the general region of the Indian and Pacific oceans and
Asia. Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to
members of the university, but includes other interested professional and
Parliamentary groups. Research includes not only military, but political,
economic, scientific and technological aspects. strategy, for the purpose of
the centre, is defined in the broadest sense of embracing not only ttre

south-east

control and application of military force, but also the peaceful settlement
of disputes which could cause violence.
This is the only academic body in Australia which specialises in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars for

other departments within the ANU and other universities. Regular
seminars and conferences on topics of current importance to the centre's
research are held, and the major defence training institutions, the Joint
services staff college and the Navy, Arrny and RAAF staff colleges, are
heavily dependent upon sDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courses.

Since its inception in 1966, the Cenhe has supported a number of
Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide varietv of
investigations. Recently the emphasis of the centre's work has been on
problems posed for the peace and stability of Australia's neighbourhood;
the defence of Australia; arrns proliferation and arms control; decision
making processes of the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Department; rrnnagement studies and the role of the Minister in
Australia's defence policy making; and the strategic implications of
developments in south-east Asia, the Indian ocean and the south west
Pacific Area.

The centre contributes to the work of the Department of
International Relations through its graduate studies programme; and the
Department reciprocates by assisting the Centre in its research. A
comprehensive collection of reference materials on strategic issues,
particularly frorn the press, learned journals and government publications,
is maintained by the Centre.
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The Cenhe also conducts seminars and conferences which have
led to several volumes of published proceedings.
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